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Preface 

A Classroom library quite simply is a collection of books and other reading materials 

organized for easy access in the classrooms. The availability of reading materials in the 

classroom itself is greatly impact on the reading, writing and overall literacy development of 

the students. Recent studies on literacy confirm what educators have known for years that the 

more contact children have with books, the better readers they become. Teachers can promote 

better reading performance of children by having them interact with books through the 

extensive use of classroom library. In view of this, the need for creating awareness and 

understanding the importance of classroom library among the teachers is very much 

necessary in the absence of good school library and a professionally qualified school librarian 

in the schools. It is in this context, the state government of Kerala and Lakshadweep 

requested to take up a training programme on planning, organisation and effective use of 

Classroom Library for the elementary teachers of Kerala and Lakshadweep. 

 Accordingly, a proposal prepared under PAC programme was approved in the DAB, 

Management committee and the Council for a five days training programme. The first 

activity of the programme is a three days’ workshop for the preparation of training materials 

organised for the resource persons during 6-8 August 2018 at RIE, Mysuru. The resource 

persons for the preparation of the training manual were identified based on their expertise and 

experience in the subject domain. During the workshop, the resources persons after 

discussions and deliberations identified the various facets of classroom library and agreed to 

prepare the training materials for the five days training programme as per the objectives of 

the programme.  

The training manual is the product of debate, discussions, collective thinking and 

efforts of all the resource persons. The co-ordinator is very much thankful to all the resource 

persons associated with this training programme for their continuous support and 

contributions in preparing this training manual and participating in the training programme. A 

special thanks to Smt. Usha Mukunda for going through the training materials and giving 

suitable suggestions, modifications to the resource persons for its further improvement. The 

co-ordinator is very much thankful to Smt. Anupama Hegde, the co-coordinator of this 

programme for assisting in compiling, editing and formatting of the training materials. 

The Co-ordinator is highly grateful to Prof. Y. Sreekanth, Principal, RIE, Mysuru for 

his constant support, encouragement and guidance in conducting the training programme. 
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The co-ordinator is also very much thankful to Prof. C. G. Venkatesha Murthy, Head, Dept. 

of Extension Education and Dean–Research, for his guidance and continuous support in 

organising of the training programme. The co-ordinator is also thankful to all the staff 

members Department of extension education and library for their timely help and support in 

organising this programme. Special thanks to Smt. Mousumee Mahapatra for helping in 

designing the cover page and formatting the manual. 

I hope that this training manual will be very useful for the participants in planning, 

organisation and effective use of classroom library in their respective schools. An objective 

feedback from the participants and the users of this training manual would be appreciated for 

systematizing and further enhancing the quality and content of the training manual. 

 

Dr. S. Nagaraja 

November 2018                                                             (Programme Co-ordinator) 

Mysuru 
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Module-I 

Introduction to the classroom library 

1.0 Learning objectives 

Recent studies on literacy confirm what educators have known for years: the more contact 

children have with books, the better readers they become. Teachers can promote better 

reading performance by reading to children daily and by having them interact with books 

through the extensive use of classroom libraries. After reading through this module you will 

be able to understand the: 

 

 Meaning & definitions of Classroom Library 

 Why Classroom Library is important for lifelong learning 

 Objectives and functions of Classroom Library 

 Advantages/ benefits of Classroom library 

1.1 Introduction 

Among all 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs), fourth one is ‘Quality 

Education’. As the quality education is the foundation to attain sustainable development to 

improve quality of life and a basic tool to develop innovative solutions to the world’s greatest 

problems.  School library is the backbone of the school education system in a country. It 

plays a pivotal role in nurturing knowledge and improving the quality of education. As per 

the data on website (https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/) over 265 

million children are currently out of school and 22% of them are of primary school age. 

Additionally, even the children who are attending schools are lacking basic skills in reading 

and writing. In the past decade, major progress has been made towards increasing access to 

education at all levels and increasing enrolment rates in schools particularly for women and 

girls. A library plays an important role in raising the quality of education thus School libraries 

have crucial role specially those of classroom libraries for the reading at the primary level for 

achieving universal education goals. So libraries are the base for strengthening the education 

system. 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/
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Research has shown that classroom libraries improve both the reading skills and 

motivation of students to read. (Allington, 2012; National Council of Teachers of English, 

2017; Neuman, 2016). Classroom libraries provide easy access to books and it may be the 

main source of reading materials for children from low income families. Classroom library 

has books that reflect the abilities and interests of the students and that books are easily 

accessible. The students having the concept of classroom libraries at their primary school 

level are lifelong learners. 

1.2 Classroom Library- Meaning and definition 

In a simple language, meaning of classroom library is “Library within the classroom 

only”, or availability of reading material in the classroom for the students to facilitate the 

wishful reading. Classroom libraries are integral to successful teaching and learning 

practices. Extensive research on this aspect has shown that students who have immediate and 

continuous access to books in their classrooms exhibit higher reading achievement, better 

understanding and an increased vocabulary with more analytical abilities. A school having 

well-designed classroom libraries and students are facilitated with more books without the 

barrier of visiting the library, touch and feel books as and when they desire with limited 

restrictions exhibit more positive attitudes towards reading. Classroom libraries also offer the 

opportunities for teachers to work with such small students as individuals to know their 

unique interest/ love for learning, answer their questions, and nature of child. In other words, 

class library is a collection of books kept in the classroom and used for extensive reading, not 

generally for classroom activities. Example: a classroom library can include readers, the 

teacher's own books, and books lent by learners. 

(https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/class-library) 

 

A Classroom library quite simply is a collection of books and other texts organized 

for easy access in classrooms. This availability of reading materials greatly impacts 

children’s literacy development. The most effective reading programs are generally supported 

by large classroom libraries. (Routman, 2003)  

1.3 Need and significance of the Classroom Library  

A classroom library serves as the backbone of the classroom’s daily learning activities. 

The significance of Classroom Library can be understood in the following points: 

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/class-library
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 Creates a Reading Environment:  The first and foremost is the making space for a 

library in the classroom which actually creates reading environment. Children may be 

encouraged with the availability of interesting and appealing/fascinating books for 

reading. 

 Helps in developing reading abilities: Classroom libraries should aim for resources 

that are well below and above the grade level to meet the varied abilities of students 

(like from slow readers to fast readers and non-interested to interested readers). It 

facilitates the students to grow as learners. 

 Supports in curriculum teaching: In the present environment classroom library does 

not mean printed books only but it should include audio/video material, images books, 

interactive books which can be played with the help of peripherals. Having a wide 

range of non-textbooks in the classroom encourages teachers to incorporate diverse 

fiction and nonfiction books into their teaching and support the curriculum teaching. 

Teachers can also introduce students to a wide range of book genres, authors, and 

topics. 

 Enhances vocabulary: Reading enhances the knowledge acquisition and classroom 

libraries provide a vast resource for diverse activities that reinforce language/ 

vocabulary acquisition. By reading a variety of texts, students’ vocabulary increases 

which improves reading comprehension and language arts skills. 

 Encourages independent reading:  As the books and lot of series are readily 

available in the classroom supports independent reading and allotting time to students 

in daily routine to read self-selected books, meet their personal reading interests. 

 Allows Students to interact with Books: When a child of 3-5 class reading books, a 

classroom library functions as a gathering place for students to meet and talk about 

their reactions to books with peers and teachers. These exchanges encourage 

comprehension and critical thinking. 

 Enhances writing skills: Children who are doing more reading can have better 

writing skills because of their vocabulary and language acquisition while reading. 

 Enriches the Curriculum:  Having a wide range of non-textbooks in the classroom 

encourages teachers to incorporate diverse fiction and nonfiction books into their 

teaching. Teachers can also introduce students to a wide range of book genres, 

authors, and topics. 
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 Reinforces Language Acquisition:  Classroom libraries provide a vast resource for 

diverse activities that reinforce language acquisition. While the best predictor of 

reading success is the amount of time spent reading, reading achievement is also 

influenced by the frequency, amount, and diversity of reading activities. 

1.4 Objectives and functions of the classroom library 

Classroom libraries create opportunities to cultivate an informed citizenry among the 

students. Classroom libraries—physical or virtual—play a key role in providing access to 

books and promoting literacy; they have the potential to increase student motivation, 

engagement, and achievement and help students become critical thinkers, analytical readers, 

and informed citizens. As English language arts educators, we know that no book is right for 

every student, and classroom libraries offer ongoing opportunities for teachers to work with 

students as individuals to find books that will ignite their love for learning, calm their fears, 

answer their questions, and improve their lives in any of the multiple ways that only literature 

can. 

The main objectives of the Classroom Library are: 

 Inculcate Reading Habit:  Primary Children cannot be forced for reading at adhere 

timings in the scheduled period. So classroom libraries motivate students by 

encouraging voluntary and recreational reading thus inculcate reading habit. 

 Remove the barrier to visit the library for reading: Children from 5-11 years of 

age if visit the main school library, it requires lot of effort on the part of teacher to 

take them to library, get them back to class and care them. 

 Read the book any time: At this stage of education, access to the books is must 

with ease, without barriers at their like and wish. So in classroom libraries they can 

read the book any time. It provides opportunities to enhance both assigned and 

casual reading.  It also provides access to a wide range of reading materials that 

reflect abilities and interests. 

  Help the teachers about knowing the interest of different children: When the 

class teacher is associated with the reading in classroom libraries then it facilitates 

opportunities to validate and promote the acceptance and inclusion of diverse 

students’ identities and experiences by conducting various activities. 
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 Create impression in the mind of children about importance of library: Since 

childhood students get an impression that library leads reading and reading leads to 

knowledge and wisdom. 

 Motivate other children who are reluctant to read: In a class some children who 

don’t like reading at all, when other children are reading out of curiosity non-readers 

are also motivated/ influenced by other children. 

 Impart moral education through stories:  Reading is one aspect and dramatic 

activities of read stories in the school environment are really helpful in imparting 

moral education. Children in groups can read collectively and dramatize the different 

characters and moral education can be given easily. This dramatic activity is more 

applicable in school environment.  

 Story imagination: Some children loves to make stories and imagining story is also 

a good option for creativity and thus reading. 

 Educative games also impart education indirectly: Educative games are also a 

part of classroom library. Children at primary stage very much interested in the 

games like- puzzles, matching play cards, blocks, recognition of shapes, colours etc. 

1.5 Advantages/benefits of Classroom Library 

The advantages of the Classroom library are listed below: 

 Classroom libraries become a powerful incentive for children to come in daily contact 

with books and other kinds of reading material, so every child gets the access to books 

in spite of their different reading skills. 

 Resist the hesitation among children with teacher and create comfortable zone and 

good relationship between student and teacher.  

 Easy to know the interest of children, as teacher is in direct communication with 

students in classroom while reading. 

 Classroom libraries intent to bring about a strong lifelong relationship between 

children and books. It creates a base for making them as quality reader. 

  Classroom libraries with collection of pictorial books, big Font, short stories, 

colourful, laminated pages bridges the gap between the books and reader. 

 All children involve in reading in class and there is no chance to bunk the library 

period. 

 Teachers also get training to manage the library. 
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 Promote students ‘right to read’ and awaken and foster reading interest in children so 

that they become familiar with books and consider them as a source of pleasure and 

information.  

 Encourage the culture of reading in new fields of knowledge 

 Helps the children in cultivating the disciplined environment 

1.6 Challenges for keeping the children interest in reading 

In the present generation it is a big challenge for the teachers as well as parents for 

keeping the children interest in reading due to the following reasons: 

 Television with large number of channels 

 Internet 

 Electronic gadgets at home 

 Mobile phones 

 Working parents 

 Children’s over confidence that they know everything. 

Classroom library should have access to quality literature; ambience should be appealing 

to children; comfortable furniture; neat and clean shelves area; inviting quotations; serve as a 

place for students to talk about and interact with books. 

1.7 Conclusion 

One of the earliest and most obvious reasons for the split between classroom and 

school library is scheduled library class time. This insidious invention used widely in 

elementary schools, sets the stage early learning some misguided assumptions about the 

nature of library use.  A second component in the split between school library and classroom 

in the process by which teachers were learn to teach. Most teachers were educated in 

elementary and high schools where the textbook was the ubiquitous arbiter of subject the 

reading program. 

1.8 Activities 

1. Discuss the importance of classroom-library at primary level of education. 

2. Distribute a drawing sheet, colours, pencil etc. and draw an image of classroom 

library. 

3. Discuss status of present classroom libraries in the state of Kerala. 
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MODULE- II 

Special role of the teacher in the classroom library 

2.0 Learning objectives 

After you have gone through this module, you will be very clear about: 

 Your special role and responsibilities as the classroom librarian. 

 Setting up and sustaining a vibrant classroom library. 

 Engaging with your students in enjoyable and beneficial ways. 

 Developing a reading culture both for you and for the students. 

 Bringing about collaboration and co-operation to enhance the classroom library. 

2.1 Introduction 

Reliable and recent studies have shown that the more contact children have with books, 

the more reading they are likely to do. At young ages there are many things that catch the 

interest and attention of children.  “Out of sight, out of mind” is a common saying and is a 

very true one. If children can have a daily visual and physical contact with books and reading 

material, it is much more likely that their interest will stay alive. 

 Personal growth of the teacher along with growth for the child 

The class room teacher has the unique opportunity to make this happen in her or his very 

own classroom. This special role of the teacher in the classroom library brings respect, 

recognition, and responsibility with it. For you as a teacher to take this on, will mean being an 

initiator and pioneer in this area! For all human beings personal growth is important and a 

way for us to feel fulfilled. Being a teacher is a service to the nation and this added role as a 

library educator will bring satisfaction, confidence and universal recognition. In a fast 

developing nation like ours it is crucial to ensure that our children and youth are given the 

best of opportunities to blossom. Exposure and access to the right books is this window 

which will enable them to look far and wide with understanding and discernment. To be a 

part of this exciting journey for children from all walks is the gift that has been given to the 

classroom teacher-librarian. Let us take this on with that spirit and it will be sure to succeed. 
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 Practical aspects of benefits 

Having understood that this is a special role, we now need to see how this can be 

achieved in practical terms.  Creating a library in the classroom is one clear answer! A 

collection of books situated in the classroom within easy access, both physically and visually, 

has a distinct advantage over the main library in a school. The teacher has proximity to the 

collection and can closely interact with her students as well as with books at any time during 

the day. Proximity can bring about familiarity and growing interest in reading, both for the 

students and for the teacher. The role of the teacher becomes a very special one as he/she can 

motivate and sustain the exposure, the growing interest and enjoyment in books for children. 

Children not only read more, they become better readers. What makes a better reader? It is 

the quality of discernment that the child and the teacher develop over sustained and extended 

reading. Discernment is the art of being able to recognise quality in content, writing, plot, 

illustrations and values inherent in a book. 

Teachers also benefit from this close contact and interface between the children and the 

books.  They are happy when they see that the vocabulary of their students have become 

richer, and their general level of comprehension and understanding has deepened. These are 

the tangible advantages that reading brings to the growth of each and every child in the 

classroom. An exposure to a varied collection of books in the classroom, gives the chance to 

bring all the children to a similar level no matter what their background may be. There is an 

awareness, understanding and tolerance for other kinds of people, cultures and ways of living.  

As we will show in this module, the teacher has a special role to play in a classroom 

library. It is the teacher who will facilitate the reading journey for each child. It is she who 

knows the strengths and difficulties of every child in her classroom. With access to reading 

material throughout the day, she can judiciously suggest, recommend and urge children to 

read the books appropriate to their reading levels and also to their interests. Being in the same 

location as the library, she can keep an eye on the reading patterns of different children with 

not much effort. She can also select material for her teaching and projects. She can play the 

dual role of teacher and librarian. In small communities and in Government schools, it is not 

always possible to have a dedicated space for a central library in the school. Hence the 

emergence of this idea of having vibrant and accessible library collections in each classroom 
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is new and significant.  The role of the classroom teacher as the pivotal person in bringing 

about an active reading culture is therefore a very unique and special one. 

As a classroom teacher, you have been chosen to play this crucial role, and we will guide 

you through this process in the most helpful way we can. 

 

 

 

Questions: 

1. Name two important aspects of a classroom library you can observe in the above picture. 

2. Point out one element in the picture that you would be able to do in your own classroom 

library. 

2.2 Setting up and creating a vibrant classroom library 

As the person who will set up this classroom library, there are a few important things for 

you to take note of and implement: 

 Read, read, and read! Make the time to read for at least 30 minutes every day. As time 

passes, it will be less of an effort and more of a joy! The more you read, the more 
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valuable you will be as an asset to the children at school, and in your personal life. 

Reading cuts across all barriers. Reading children’s books is a sure way to their hearts 

and when you recommend books, you and they will know you are making good 

suggestions. What is more important, they will realise that you are a reader too, and 

respect your suggestions and comments. 

 Always bring the children in as collaborators in designing, creating and running the 

library. You will lighten your work, and this mutual trust will make them take on 

responsibility with eagerness. The result is a shared ownership of the classroom 

library. 

 With the best of intentions, none of us can function at our best without a plan. A plan 

gives a feeling of security that all aspects will be covered over the course of a term or 

even over a year. A plan is made not in the heat of the moment but in a calm and 

reflective frame of mind. A plan will also inform you whether you can fit in all that 

you wish to do. It is a reality check as well as a forward looking document. So one of 

your first tasks must be to put down a plan for each term or if possible for the whole 

year.  

 

Now let us begin with the one of the most important aspects of any library – The 
Collection. These are the things you must keep in mind as you begin to gather your 

collection: 

 A quality collection must have varied and diverse books.  

 It must also have a small collection of magazines. A newspaper in the 

classroom library for higher classes is desirable.  

 The collection must be spread over a range of reading abilities. 

 It must also have a core collection and a circulating one which may cover a 

current topic in the curriculum, is linked to a project taken up, or a about a 

current event. 

 Besides having a permanent collection, supplements must be added from the 

main library at frequent intervals. 

 The content must have a good percentage of nonfiction and information books. 

 The collection must cover more than one language in order to be readable by 

all. 
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 The content of the books should be themes where they can recognise and 

discover more about themselves and also books where they can learn about 

others. (Mirrors and Windows) 

 The books should look appealing and draw the children to reading them, so 

avoid keeping old and tattered books unless they can be repaired attractively. 

 There are given standards of the number of books that should be made 

available. Try to have at least 5 to 7 books per child. There should be a good 

number of good books! 

 Finally, refresh your collection and the displays as often as you can. Children 

always look for fresh inputs and arrangements. 

Next is the question of space. Can a library be managed if the overall space is small? 

Yes, it can! 

Depending on the size of your room and the number of children, think of creative 

ways to rearrange desks, cupboards and tables. Let the children enter into this exercise. They 

will always have fresh ideas! The main thing is that the books should be seen by the children 

at all times. So don’t push the library to the back of the room or to a dark corner! 

In Module 4 in this manual, you will find more detailed ideas on the design and 

structure of the classroom library. 

Question: 

Name three crucial elements in bringing about a vibrant classroom library and add a 

sentence to say why you feel so. 
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2.3 Engaging with students in the classroom library 

This is the most fulfilling aspect of having a classroom library. You will have opportunities to 

relate and engage with your students in an informal and yet crucial manner. There are books 

you can share and talk about. Displays can be created together and a strong bond of trust and 

friendship is forged. 

A daily engagement with books must surely happen to keep the motivation and tempo going. 

What are the ways to ensure this? 

 Reading out a story or anything striking from the newspaper, or from a nonfiction 

book is a great way to spend quality and beneficial time with the students. You may 

select material to read out, based on the age and the interest level of the students. 

 You, as the teacher can highlight certain books that you have read and liked. You can 

decide who will benefit the most from a particular reading. When you see that some 

children are afraid of or reluctant to go near the books, you can talk to them to 

understand their fears, and suggest ways to ease the situation for them. 

 At the same time, you need to give attention to good readers who must continue on 

their journey of reading in an incremental manner. All this is possible because you 

have the books and the children within your purview at all times. 

 One interesting way is to pair children of differing abilities to read a book together. 

Another is to do group reading with each child having a copy and reading in turns. All 
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these make the hesitant reader feel more part of the group and also more inclined to 

read on their own. You may also take up a longer story and read it out in daily 

instalments. This keeps their interest alive and each day you can ask one child to 

refresh the whole group about “what happened so far.....” 

 Then gradually as their reading and understanding strengthens, you can have book 

talks where one child shares about a book he has read and the others ask questions - 

though not about how the book ends! The book talk is not a narration of the story but 

more a talk about the story, the author, the illustrator, the characters and so on. 

 In order to bring about a sense of care for the books, you can have a box with repair 

materials like glue, cello tape, cardboard paper, pencils etc. This is your book 
hospital which encourages children to repair and strengthen books regularly. One 

cannot stress the importance of this bonding with books for the children. 

Multiple choice questions: 

1. How often should the students have contact with the books? 

a) Once a week.  b) Every school day.  c) Once a month.  

2. The teacher can take help to set up the library from: 

a) The support staff. b) Her family. c) The students in her class. 

3. Choose one sign to put up in your classroom library. 

a) Keep silent. b) Books will be issued only by the teacher.  c) Books and children 

are a winning team. 
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2.4 Developing a reading culture 

As you have gathered from the earlier section, developing a reading culture begins with 

the teacher. 

 If you have a reading culture, they will follow your lead. So put aside some quiet time 

each day – even 15 minutes - for quiet reading by all of you in the classroom library. 

 Encourage the children and you as well, to move to a different, more relaxed space to 

read. This may not sound important but it is a subtle way to show that a reading 

culture needs a time and a space to make it happen. 

 During this quiet reading, ask children to do independent reading and not pair up. This 

has the advantage of helping children discover for themselves that they can sit quietly 

and read. Gradually this time can be increased. 

 Borrowing books to take home is essential to sustain the reading culture. The teacher 

can guide students to do the recording necessary, and talk with them about the need to 

be regular in borrowing, and mindful in caring for the books and in returning them. 

 Having a board for clippings, interesting news items and cartoons about books and 

reading helps keep the reading culture alive. Make sure the children participate in this 
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exercise as well. Their own drawings about books, short reviews and ads for books 

can appear here much to the delight of all. 

 Try to arrange for visits by authors, illustrators or other librarians.  That will give a 

boost to the reading culture.  

Question: 

Personally, what do you see as firstly: your contribution, and secondly: the most 

rewarding aspect of setting up a classroom library?  (Write at least 2 paragraphs on this.) 

2.5 Collaboration with central librarian, colleagues, parents and other visitors 

 If your school has a central library, one strong collaboration can, and must be with the 

librarian. It is he or she who has a picture of the collection as a whole and the new 

accessions. This will enable you to take help in refreshing your collection, bringing in 

books linked to specific lessons you may be teaching, as well as special books related 

to a project. The librarian can also come in as a human resource to do some activities 

with the children in your class or present new books that have entered the main library 

or even to talk about the culture of a library. 

 This has two major benefits. The children feel connected with the larger library which 

is essential for when they are older and begin to use the ‘big’ library. It is also good 

for them to relate to the librarian so that they feel a level of comfort to enter the main 

library for any needs even at this stage. For the librarian too, it is good to feel 

connected with every child and class in the school. This gives a sense of ‘wholeness’ 

to the library culture and is in tune with S.R. Ranganathan’s image of the library as 

the nerve centre of the school. 

 Another important collaboration is with other teachers of classroom libraries as well 

as staff members across the school. With co-classroom library teachers, the points of 

collaboration are clear. Exchanging ideas, observing each other’s’ libraries, 

collections and interactions, and cooperating with one another to take this concept to 

an exciting reality would be the key elements. As for other teachers and staff 

members, inviting them to come in for a session or just to walk around the library (!) 

and look at the arrangement, the displays and the notice board, is a good way to bring 

about inclusion. They may have fresh ideas or suggestions which you may find useful, 

especially if they will help you to make them happen. 
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 Students are your eternal partners and collaborators. They are willing, present and 

eager to be part of this initiative. Starting from cleaning and dusting, to displaying and 

making posters to advertise this library and even to record borrowing and returning - 

trust them, and work along with them to bring about a vibrant classroom library. This 

is the best task force you can have. 

 Parents are crucial to the child’s wellbeing and attitudes, and yet many times we tend 

to side line them. For your classroom library, take their help both in practical ways as 

well as for advocating your library, gathering funds and being your support group in 

all ways.  

 Finally, never underestimate the value of collaboration with authors, illustrators, other 

librarians and story tellers. This is your treasure box of resources you can dip into and 

enjoy the benefits, as and when possible. Keep a list of people and contacts with you 

at all times and try to schedule a visit once in a term. This will liven up your library 

programme and be a boost to you in your journey as well. 

Question: 

Can you think of any other individual or group you can collaborate with to benefit your 

classroom library?  Mention any. 

Assignment: In groups, show how collaboration may happen. You can choose to do this 

through drawings, mime, a song, a dance, or a skit. (Have fun!) 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

We have seen how beneficial and essential it is for children to have books at easy access 

to the eye and to the hands. This ensures a level of familiarity and comfort especially for 

early readers. There is also a closer feeling of ownership which may not come easily within 

the central library which is populated by so many. Here in the classroom, there is a sense of 

intimacy. The crucial and special role of the classroom teacher comes to the forefront here. 

The energy and joy he or she brings to this initiative directly correlates to the success of the 

classroom library. This need not be a heavy or burdensome task for the teacher if she includes 

the students in this pleasurable activity. There are also others with whom collaboration and 

cooperation can happen with interesting and beneficial outcomes. With these inputs, the 

teacher in a classroom library becomes a confident and creative path breaker. 
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2.7 Activities 

One or two activities taken from the module on Activities will be done as a demo. 
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MODULE-III 

Acquiring essential skills and competencies 

3.0 Learning objectives  

This unit introduces you to the essential skills and competencies required for setting and 

handling a classroom library, considering thoughtfully the different kinds of thinking and 

learning styles of the students you are in-charge of as well as optimizing the use of various 

types of classroom library resources to empower the students in their journey of self-

discovery. After reading this unit, you will be able to: 

 Identify the skills and competencies required for managing classroom libraries 

 Understand importance of skills and competencies for managing classroom libraries 

 Develop essential skills and competencies required for managing classroom libraries 

3.1 Introduction 

A teacher is gifted to touch a student’s life and change it forever. It’s not restricted to 

the subject a teacher touches but stretches beyond the subject to the development of the 

holistic personality of the student. It is possible for a teacher to contribute substantially to the 

holistic development of all the students more so in the classroom where he/she gets to spend 

maximum time with students. The subject knowledge, the hard skills and soft skills of the 

teacher will determine the impact that the teacher will have on the students. At the same time, 

the co-scholastic activities carried out in the class by the teacher with the students will go a 

long way in determining the teacher’s influence on the student achievement. All these call for 

the continuous development of the essential skills and competencies that as a teacher one 

needs to develop and update at regular intervals. Be it the subject one might be teaching or 

any other additional assignment which has to do with holistic development of the students, 

teachers are expected to attend workshops, training programmes and read professional 

literature. This training programme is one such effort for us to equip ourselves with the skills 

and competencies needed to develop the reading habit among our students and also 

understand the nuances of building up classroom libraries. (The teacher is referred as female 

throughout the unit just to maintain uniformity and in conformance with the Indian belief that 

teacher is female.) 
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3.2 Need for skills and competencies 

As teachers we are engaged in developing the holistic personality of our students 

specially in their formative years. The impact of information, communication and technology 

on all arenas of education has conditioned all educators to undergo training to ensure that 

they have access to the best teaching resources, are able to manage these resources and in 

turn provide access of the relevant resources to their students to encourage them to achieve 

their potential. Whether it is learning a new evaluation system, understanding the inspection 

process or simply planning your lessons require skills and competencies that will help you 

carry out the work more systematically and in the given timeframe. Skills and competencies 

are the faces of the same coin but need to be understood clearly as they are complementary in 

nature. So there is a need to understand these terms and how relevant they are to teaching and 

how to imbibe them.  

3.3 Importance of skills and competencies 

Skills and competencies ensure that we understand our role as teachers and identify 

with the mission of the school. Developing the right skills and competencies will enable us to 

contribute towards the holistic development of our students. At the same time give us the 

feeling that teaching is indeed a rewarding and satisfying profession. The essential 

competencies will increase our confidence level and empower us to handle the challenges 

that come our way. They also increase our emotional quotient and help us retain our calm 

frontier. The ability to work as a team gets a boost and also prod us to wear the leadership cap 

when the situation calls for. We end up taking better decisions as teachers and resolve our 

day to day problems. The right skills and competencies ensure that we can help our students 

accomplish their academic goals and develop their curiosity, imagination and thinking 

abilities beyond academics which are the main motive of every teacher. Having understood 

the importance of skills and competencies in a teacher’s life, it’s necessary to understand 

which are these essential skills and competencies that will help her to manage classroom 

libraries along with the regular teaching assignments and various roles that she plays beyond 

her job. 
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3.4 Definitions and Concepts of Skills and Competencies 

According to Collins Dictionary a skill is “a type of work or activity which requires 

special training and knowledge”. Skills are further classified as soft skills and hard skills in 

the context of a professional environment.  

 Soft Skills and Hard Skills 

Oxford Dictionary defines Soft skills as ‘Personal attributes that enable someone to 

interact effectively and harmoniously with other people’ and hard skills as ‘competencies that 

employees possess such as numeracy, literacy, fluency in a foreign language, and specific 

job-related technical abilities’.  

Since we need to work with present day students who are intelligent, impulsive and 

impatient, there is a dire need to acquire the right combination of hard skills and soft skills. 

The teaching aids, the information resources, the medium through which we teach on a daily 

basis we have to sharpen these skills continually. 

 Competency 

Wikipedia defines Competence as “the ability of an individual to do a job properly”. “A 

competency is a set of defined behaviours that provide a structured guide enabling the 

identification, evaluation and development of the behaviours in individual 

employees. Competency is also used as a more general description of the requirements of 

human beings in organizations and communities”. Two most essential competencies that we 

need to be aware of and acquire are professional and personal competencies, which have been 

explained in the context of teachers playing the role of librarians.  

 Professional Competencies 

The competencies that relate to the teacher-librarians' knowledge and skill in the areas of 

collaboration and leadership, curriculum and instruction, cooperative program planning and 

teaching, information resources, information access, technology, management and research, 

and the ability to apply these abilities as a basis for providing library and information 

services. 

 Personal Competencies 
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The competencies that represent a set of skills, attitudes and values that enable teacher-

librarians to work efficiently and effectively, be good communicators, focus on continuing 

learning throughout their careers, demonstrate the value-added nature of their contributions 

and thrive in the new world of education. (Canadian Library Association) 

Since education is field which has widely adopted technology and many of the teaching-

learning resources are available in the digital form, it’s important that teachers are equipped 

with digital competencies also.  

 Digital competencies 

These competencies are defined as “a set of knowledge elements, abilities, dispositions 

and conducts that enable individuals to know how ICTs work, what they are for and how they 

can be used to attain specific objectives” (Juan de Pablos Pons, 2010). Most of these 

competencies are imparted as a part of the B.Ed. course and the schools regularly organize 

training programmes for teachers to be well versed in using various competencies for subject 

teaching.  

 Information competencies 

Another closely related set of competencies are the information competencies. These 

competencies are defined as “a set of knowledge elements, abilities, dispositions and 

conducts that enable individuals to recognize when information is necessary, where to find it, 

how to evaluate its suitability and how to use it appropriately in accordance with the problem 

posed.” (Juan de Pablos Pons, 2010). Once again, these competencies are imparted as part of 

B.Ed. course and most teachers using their libraries extensively will be oriented to use the 

various resources contained either as open educational resources or scholarly print resources.  

A skill can be considered as a part of competencies, but competency is a much broader 

term as it includes abilities, behaviours and knowledge that is essential to the use of a skill. 

For example, as teachers, language is our major asset. If we have the required vocabulary and 

know the grammar, we can write well, and writing can be considered a skill. If we are able to 

use our writing skills in an analytical, logical and creative way, it can be considered as a 

competency. But for the matter of convenience, both the terms ‘Skills’ and ‘Competencies’ 

will be used together in this unit to cover a wider scope.  
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3.5 Essential skills and competencies for managing classroom libraries 

The often-heard discussion about the essential qualities that a teacher should possess 

are people skills so that the activities of the classroom are carried out smoothly with better 

understanding between other colleagues, school authorities. Along with that a teacher is also 

expected to possess the right values as students are keen observers and emulators. Then 

teacher should have the right attitude towards her work and students. Belief that she can make 

a difference to the life of the students is another important quality. A personality trait of every 

single teacher defines her capability, her popularity and her genuineness. Since she deals with 

young students, having a cheerful disposition is her second nature. With all these mentioned 

qualities and many more, a teacher is also expected to have certain skills and competencies to 

carry out her teaching assignment and other educational roles that she is designated for. The 

required knowledge to teach the subjects of the curriculum will be imparted as per of her 

formal education at undergraduate and postgraduate level. But the skills required to put the 

knowledge into use will have to be learnt on the job. As discussed above, the skills are 

categorized as hard skills and soft skills. Let us understand a few hard skills (Figure 1) which 

are essential for a teacher who is in-charge of a classroom library needs to acquire. 
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Figure 1: List of Hard Skills for teachers managing classroom libraries 

A teacher in charge of a classroom library along with teaching her subject should be 

able to channelize the students’ attention to the reading resources available in the classroom 

library without using any force or creating the feeling of additional burden. The teacher’s 

language skills are extremely helpful in ensuring that the students understand the connection 

between academics and the resources and are able to make best use of them with the teacher’s 

direction. Maintaining the data of the students’ use of books and other reading resources calls 

for essential data managing skills of the teacher. This data can serve as a baseline for creating 

student profiles relating to their learning and thinking styles, their strengths, weaknesses, 

their achievements, etc. Managing the information resources like choosing, buying, 

processing, organizing and providing access involves set of skills which are necessary for a 

teacher. At the same time managing the students have to be managed as each of them are 

unique and have unique need of information or unique way of seeking information and all of 

this has to be addressed in the given timeframe of classroom hours. So management of 

students, resources and time is an important skill that a teacher needs to develop over the 

years.  
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Figure 2: List of Soft Skills for teachers managing classroom libraries 

Hard skills enable the teachers to effectively handle the classroom libraries. But it’s 

the soft skills which will increase the efficiency of teachers to transcend the students from 

classroom’s formal setup with only scholastic goals to fulfil to classroom library’s informal 

setup which will cater to students’ scholastic as well as co-scholastic goals. The above-

mentioned soft skills (Figure 2) are some of the identified skills that help in managing the 

classroom libraries. The teacher is always a role model for the students and her proactiveness 

in initiating use of resources will have a positive impact on the students. Equally important 

for a teacher is the skill to connect to every student and in turn connecting them to the 

resources of their liking or need. Since every child may not have the same intelligence and 

emotional quotient, it’s essential that as teachers, we need to sympathize and empathize with 

their feelings and requirements. Not all students would be interested in reading and maybe at 

the scheduled time may not click with the others. So, as teachers we need to understand the 

students’ high time and preferences. At the same the teacher should adapt to inspiring all the 

students and have the skills to motivate them to read and relax as well as use the information 

for expanding their understanding. The teacher should have the skills to reflect on the 

activities, the interactions and the deliberations in the classroom library and evaluate the 

activities impact on the students. Being aware of one’s own strength and weakness is a 

necessary skill as would enable the students to realize that teachers too cannot be good at 

everything and that is perfectly alright to accept one’s weakness. At the same time as teachers 

we should practice integrity as we deal with exchange of knowledge and always ensure that 

we walk the talk. For example, if we say, we cannot issue the dictionary as it is a reference 

book then as a teacher, we too should not take the dictionary out of the class. It’s an accepted 

fact that we need to manage the classroom library over and above the subjects we teach and 

evaluate. Hence, we need to demonstrate a huge amount of patience and tolerance as students 

at times can be unreasonable and are usually a bundle of unlimited energy. In order to 

inculcate reading as habit among students through classroom libraries, it requires us to be 

creative in introducing books to the reluctant students and at the same time need to be critical 

in our thinking if we are dealing with confident readers. Our guidance matters to both set of 

students and our activities should reflect a combination of both these skills. Problems will 

crop up now and then and as teachers we should solve them as diligently as possible without 

effecting our teaching or our classroom library activities. Sometimes we are faced with the 

dilemma of taking tough decisions when there are no alternatives if we want to give the best 
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to our students. So the skill of decision making like providing equitable access to the 

resources or redesigning the activities is a must. Encouraging the students to read as a group 

or sharing of the resources is needed and therefore as teachers we need to acquire skills that 

will encourage collaboration amongst the students, between the students and the teachers and 

with others in general. As the teacher is a multitasker, stress is her constant companion and to 

some extent is necessary to keep working towards the set goals. But managing stress is the 

need of the hour and it’s a skill that we all must develop so that we succeed in achieving 

work life balance. The last but the most important skill we need to acquire is the skill of 

networking. We should make efforts to connect with likeminded professionals, share our 

work and concerns and get feedback as well as make formal and informal agreements to 

share information, best practices and solutions for common challenges faced.  

Coming to competencies, various professional bodies have given the set of competencies 

of which the ones given by the Association for Teacher-librarianship in Canada as 

professional competencies for teacher-librarians is worth emulating. It expects that teacher 

librarians: 

 places a priority on staff relationships and leadership in the implementation of change. 

 provides leadership in collaborative program planning and teaching to ensure both 

physical and intellectual access to information and commitment to voluntary reading. 

 knows curriculum programs mandated by the province, district and school. 

 understands students and their social, emotional and intellectual needs. 

 has expert knowledge in evaluating learning resources in different formats and media, 

both on-site and remote, to support the instructional program. 

 develops and promotes the effective use of informational and imaginative resources in 

all formats through cooperative professional activities 

 provides appropriate information, resources or instruction to satisfy the needs of 

individuals and groups. 

 uses appropriate information technology to acquire, organize and disseminate 

information. 

 manages library programs, services and staff to support the stated goals of the school. 

(Association for Teacher-librarianship in Canada et al., 1998, p. 23-24). 
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Along with professional competencies, the Association has also listed the following 

personal competencies for teacher-librarians: 

 is committed to program excellence. 

 seeks out new challenges and sees new opportunities both inside and outside the 

library 

 sees the big picture 

 looks for partnerships and alliances. 

 creates an environment of mutual respect and trust. 

 has effective communication skills. 

 works well with others on a team. 

 provides leadership. 

 plans, prioritizes and focuses on what is critical. 

 is committed to lifelong learning. 

 is flexible and positive in a time of continuing change.  

(Association for Teacher-librarianship in Canada et al., 1998, p. 24-25). 

Another interesting research worth understanding is Suzanne Carreker and Regina 

Boulware-Gooden’s (2015) work ‘Personal Competencies through the eyes of the Classroom 

Teacher’. The authors have rightly stated that ‘the enhancement of student competencies 

depends on how well a teacher understands and uses his or her own competencies… the 

interplay of competencies that improves personal learning also augments professional 

learning, increasing the teacher’s ability to enhance the same competencies in students’ 

which they have elaborated through the personal competencies viewed through the lens of 

Mrs. Thornton, who described her family roles as scholar, chief problem solver, head 

cheerleader, and counsellor. Further the authors say that ‘Each role and her pursuit of 

knowledge about topics of interest to her and to her children exemplify the four personal 

competencies as proposed by Sam Redding (2014) in his paper titled ‘Personal competency: 

A framework for buildings students’ capacity to learn’. He lists four personal competencies 

namely cognitive competency which refers to the prior learning that helps in new learning, 

metacognitive competency which self-regulation of learning and use of learning strategies, 

motivational competency which helps in pursuing learning goals through engagement and 

persistence, while social/emotional competency teaches concern for others, self-esteem and 
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helps in setting positive goals and making responsible decisions, which helps in developing a 

sense of self-worth.  

As classroom libraries are initiatives to develop the holistic personality of the students 

through leading them to the world of knowledge, we as teachers need to develop our own 

framework of personal competencies which will further strengthen our self-esteem and self-

worth in handling the sources and connecting through them, the three vertices namely 

curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.   

 

3.6 Sources for developing skills and competencies 

As teachers, we are lifelong learners. Every day is a learning experience and an 

opportunity to discover that there is scope to acquire new skills and competencies to make 

ourselves more accessible and help our students to achieve more, especially in the context of 

classroom libraries. We are in an age where information is readily available in various 

formats – right from the newspapers that we read in the morning to the mobile device which 

alerts us of the announcements of various workshops and training programmes in various 

areas of education. Therefore, the means of developing skills and competencies expand 

beyond the framework of formal education and training provided in academic institutions. 

The sources of information of acquiring the skills and competencies at present times can 

happen in virtual space at a time convenient for you in the comfort of your home.  

The sources through which we can identify the various means of developing our skills and 

competencies are: 

 School Management 

The school management usually alerts the teachers to various training programmes conducted 

by the government or other educational institutions, which can be taken advantage of. The 

management is always concerned that teachers who work on their professional development 

will play a major role in helping the students reach their potential.  

 National bodies like National Skill Development Corporation India (NSDC), 
MHRD, NCERT, RIE, INFLIBNET, etc. 

Since school education and especially primary education is an important concern in the 

context of producing children with basic skills, many educational institutions organize 
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workshops, seminars, training programmes and propagate such programmes widely through 

various media. Teachers need to watch out such announcements.  

 Curricular bodies like CBSE, ICSE, various state boards 

Most education boards keep conducting educative sessions for teachers on various subjects. It 

is essential that we visit the official websites of these boards and plan to attend some of them. 

Most of these boards stress on optimum utilization of learning resources and classroom 

library is an embodiment of such resources. So one can identify such sessions which help in 

optimizing use of learning resources for the benefit of the students. 

 Professional bodies like All India Primary Teachers Federation (AIPTF), Indian 

Library Association, Indian School Library Association, etc. 

Many professional development programmes are arranged by the professional bodies which 

teachers need to keenly look up to and make efforts to participate in some of them. Many of 

them help us to update ourselves about the latest pedagogy in education and help us to equip 

ourselves with newer tools and techniques in various areas. 

 Literature like professional magazines, newsletters, reports, etc.  

Reading is an essential component of every teacher’s life and we are in exciting times as far 

as availability of literature is concerned. Most research based organizations, academic 

institutions and professional associations bring out their publications in the form of journals, 

bulletins, newsletters, reports, etc. which most schools subscribe or given as complimentary. 

As lifelong learners we should be reading such material and enhance our skills further.  

 Experts  

Many schools, institutions organize talks and interactive sessions by many experienced 

educators and researchers on various occasions and at times to empower the teachers with 

specific skills to excel in teaching. Such sessions prove to be excellent platforms for teachers 

to know, share and integrate such knowledge nuggets in their teaching profession. All such 

scholarly inputs can be utilized to manage and make best use of the classroom libraries. 

 Newspapers 

Prominent newspapers carry special supplements or sections on education. These sections or 

supplements present many articles or interviews which lead to many links and resources 
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which help us to be better in our professions. They also carry announcements of workshops 

and sessions where specific skills are emphasized and the interested teachers can seize the 

opportunities. 

 Educational YouTube channels like TED-Ed, Khan Academy 

Technology has transformed school education to a great extent. The gap between the 

information have and have-nots has reduced considerably.  Most of the teachers and students 

in the rural areas are taking advantage of these educational channels to improve their subject 

skills. The tips given by the facilitators on these channels will help us to lead students on a 

journey of self-learning through the classroom library resources. 

 MOOCs like SWAYAM, NPTEL, Coursera, etc. 

MOOCs are a new educational means to many professionals to upgrade themselves 

continually. For example, SWAYAM offers small online courses on soft skills, management 

of libraries and information centres, etc. while there are classroom training courses on 

Coursera. These courses usually give a certificate on completion which can be used for our 

career enhancement also.  

Apart from these sources there are many informal ways like blogs, whatsapp groups, 

etc. managed by professionals who share sources and insights on developing various 

competencies which will help us in managing the classroom libraries effectively. 

3.7 Conclusion 

Developing various soft and hard skills, personal and professional competencies is an 

ongoing process. It requires time, money, inclination and conducive environment to pursue 

and benefit. What is required of us as teachers in-charge of classroom libraries is proactive 

approach towards identifying opportunities to develop our competencies to manage the 

reading resources in the classroom libraries, the various activities that can be carried out 

using these resources for increasing the students’ scholastic and co-scholastic achievements. 

Making use of the Information, communication and technology tools is essential to swiftly 

acquire the innovative skills and competencies that will increasing our professional efficiency 

and personal effectiveness in making a difference to the students’ holistic personalities.  
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Exercises 

Objective type questions:  

1. Soft Skills are a person’s ----------------------------. 

Ans: Inter Personal Skills 

2. Is ‘Using Technology’ a Hard Skill or Soft Skill? 

Ans: Hard Skill 

3. ----------------------  are “a set of knowledge elements, abilities, dispositions and 

conducts that enable individuals to recognize when information is necessary, where to 

find it, how to evaluate its suitability and how to use it appropriately in accordance 

with the problem posed.” 

Ans: Information Competencies 

4. ---------------------------- are “a set of knowledge elements, abilities, dispositions and 

conducts that enable individuals to know how ICTs work, what they are for and how 

they can be used to attain specific objectives”. 

Ans: Digital Competencies 

5. SWAYAM is an Indian example of --------------------------. 

Ans: MOOC 

 

Assignments 

1. Make a poster to promote personal competencies required for a teacher in-charge of a 

classroom library. 

2. Make a mind map of soft skills essential to persuade a reluctant student to discover joy of 

reading. 

3. Make a comparative chart of personal competencies and professional competencies in 

context of classroom library adapting from the Competencies for teacher-librarians in the 21st 

century as suggested by erstwhile Association for the Teacher-Librarianship in Canada.  
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Module IV 

Planning and Organization of a Classroom Library 

4.0 Learning objectives 

Classroom libraries are integral to successful teaching and learning. Extensive research 

has shown that students who have immediate and ongoing access to engaging books in their 

classrooms, exhibit higher reading achievement, better comprehension and an increased 

vocabulary. An effectively designed classroom library supporting literacy instruction, helping 

student to learn about books, providing opportunities for independent reading and curricular 

extension and more than that serving as a place for students to talk about and interact with 

books. This module introduces you, 

 Need for planning and designing the classroom library 

 How to design and set up the classroom library 

 The infrastructural elements required for an effective classroom library. 

4.1 Introduction 

Classroom libraries are social spaces for children, accessible for children, and a 

reflection of the children in that classroom. It is an integral part of the classroom community. 

“Students in classrooms with well-designed classroom libraries interact more with books, 

spend more time reading, demonstrate more positive attitudes toward reading, and exhibit 

higher levels of reading achievement” (Miller, 2013, p. 80). A well-designed classroom 

library promotes a wide interest of books and a culture of reading.  Classroom libraries take 

on many different designs and styles. However, they all serve a common purpose-to inspire 

and invite children to read and talk about books. It is the environment that promotes a 

dialogue about literature.  (Reading in the Wild, Donalyn Miller, 2013). 

4.2 Planning and designing of classroom library 

When thinking about designing a classroom library, it is important to know our ultimate 

goal for children. If we want our children talking and sharing the books that they read, then 

there needs to be a dedicated space for that purpose. The environment we create should 

reflect what we value. Books are valued in classroom and there should be a space that reflects 
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that. Having an open space with comfortable seating invites students to stay and immerse 

themselves in books and in dialogue with other readers.  

 
Need for planning and designing the library 

Planning is a pre requisite to support organizing and arranging the classroom library. It 

gives direction to the purpose of an organizational process. Research shows that student in 

classroom with high quality classroom libraries read 50% more than students who do not 

have access to a library in classroom (Hunter, 1999). Well stocked high quality classroom 

libraries can generate interest and motivation for reading and provide the means to practice 

necessary to develop expert reading skills. A classroom library encourages and cultivates 

independent reading and during the reading time, the teacher actively works with his students 

to teach them the skills and strategies they need to grow stronger as reader.  

 

In a well-designed, balanced classroom library, students: 

 have time to read just right books independently everyday 

 select their own appropriate books 

 take care of the books 

 respect each other’s reading time and reading lives 

 have daily opportunities to talk about their books in a genuine way 

 don’t just read the words but also understand the story/content. 

 work in independent reading is replicable outside the classroom 

 

4.3 Organizational layout 

Children are more likely to visit classroom libraries and actively participate in them 

when they are physically attractive.  Children's literacy learning is affected by the 

arrangement of space and the placement of literacy tools within the arranged space. Clearly 

defined areas which provide readily accessible literacy tools increase children's 

demonstrations of literate behaviour. The addition of a well-designed library in a classroom 

increased the number of children who used the library voluntarily during free-choice periods 

(Morrow & Weinstein, 1990). 

Planning and designing the class room library begin with room arrangement. The space in 

a classroom library must be organize to encourage students to comfortable interaction with 
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books and all other literacy tools stored or displayed here. This means teachers must organize 

the classroom library with user friendliness in mind.  Displays need to be invite students to 

touch, take, examine, read, invite and talk. Directions posted in the classroom library need to 

help students figure out what to do, how to do, where to do and when to do it. 

 Organisation and layout Planning 

When planning your library there are many things to think about.  

i. Where will your library be? 

ii. How much space will you have? 

iii. Do you have enough shelves space? 

Give adequate space for teachers’ desk, student sitting area, one to one interaction 

area, place for bulletin board etc. Move the furniture and put things in place. It can be a 

challenge to create a wonderful, accessible library space. Every classroom is unique and 

every group of students is different and accordingly we have to design the library. While 

designing, the design elements should have invited readers to stay and converse. Use suitable 

area of the Classroom to create a welcoming space and shelves to invite children into read. 

The classroom library area should be free from movement area and away from the classroom 

door to minimize distractions. Student will read with more concentration if the classroom 

library space is separate from the general flow of traffic in and out of the room.   It should be 

visible and accessible for both teacher and students. Priority should be given to lighting and 

seating. There should be sufficient lighting in all the seasons. The space should be large 

enough for all the students to sit comfortably. 
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Some recommended models of design of the classroom library 

                                                                         Large display area for posters student  
Browsing baskets of levelled books         writing book reviews, book swap ads, and more 

 

  

 
 

Small group table for guided  Comfortable        Books displayed with covers 

reading and mini-lessons    reading spot       facing out (in a book wedge) 

 
If the classroom is small and no reading area, then push the chair, bench and desk into 

forward or backward (Whichever is comfortable) and arrange sitting area during the 
reading hour.  

An effective classroom library should support literacy instruction, provide a 

comfortable place for students to talk about and interact with books, and be a central location 

for classroom resources. 

Here are some tips on designing your classroom library space: 

 Allocate a space of at least 8x10 feet within your classroom for the library. 
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 Situate your library away from the central, noisier activities and traffic flow of the 

classroom. 

 Should have good ventilation and ample light 

 Plan the space for library so that students are shielded from visual distractions but see 

that you can view the area from nearly every location in the classroom. 

 Create large display area for posters, book reviews, book swap ads, and more. 

 Arrange the books and other media so that they are enticing and easily accessed. 

 Have lots of comfortable reading spots and make it inviting! 

 Make sure that all materials are easily accessible to student’s physical sizes. 

 Include a small group table for guided reading and mini lessons. 

 Have a teacher's read aloud chair in a central spot. 

 Set up a book repair area with instructions on how to mend torn pages, remove marks 

in the books, cover frayed edges, or fix broken bindings. 

 Consider a special section for content-area books pertaining to current areas of study 

and thematic units 

 

Invite students to submit design plans for a “new” library. Use graph paper, so students 

can draw to scale. Encourage them to decide what to include in their library. Student involved 

classroom library organisation attract and encourage to use the resources more! 
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4.4 Infrastructure 

Regardless of the size of the classroom or condition of the environment, decoration 

and organization can make all the difference. A classroom library that supports independent 

reader will have books appropriate for a variety of interests, level and genres. A well-stocked 

classroom library should include age appropriate, grade books in multiple copies, different 

languages, maps and charts. 

 

Recommended Physical Environment 
 

 Enough shelves or containers for arranging the books 

 Comfortable space with soft items (rug, comfortable seating) 

 Display area for recently added books and read aloud books 

 Display area for ‘teacher recommended’ books 

 Display area for ‘student recommended’ books 

 Significant number of books displayed with covers forward 

 Journal, log or method for tracking text selection/providing feedback 

 Chart or place for student comments, voting on or rating books, etc. 

 Additional literacy “tools” (bookmarks, post-its, review clipboards, etc.) 

Book shelves 

Shelves should be as per the height of the students of the particular class. In 

elementary classes, baskets and bookshelves were carefully placed to allow for immediate 

access to books. Students normally select the book at eye level or below. Books placed above 

these levels are unlikely to be touched or selected. 

Low bookshelves allow children easily access books they want to read.  Wooden box 

type shelves are suitable for small children. Inexpensive plastics shelves can be used to 

arrange the books. In a traditional book shelf, books are shelved with their spines sticking 

out. Some titles are seen, some are not. However, no cover art is seen. For a child, this type of 

book shelf is uninviting. 
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New arrival Display racks: 

Display racks to be use for new arrivals.  It gives easy access to the children 

 

 

Plastic baskets/Tubs 

Inexpensive plastic basket or tubs are easy and attractive to organize the books. In 

this, books can arrange forward facing to capture the attention of the child. Students tend to 

check out books by looking out the book cover. Books are easier to look through when they 

are all forward facing and titles are easier to see, along with displaying the cover art. 

Systematically designed and decorated empty cardboard boxes (cube size boxes) can use in 

place of tubs. 
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Plastic book bags/Book holding Jacket 

If there is a lack of space the plastic bags can use in higher classes. Foldable bookcase 

to hold around 50 to 60 books also can use. 

Coloured dot stickers 

To label the books and shelve/tubs/basket to identify the category 

Labels and labels makers: to categorized the books 

 

Rug/Mat 

Arrange the reading area with a small rug/carpet or mat to define the space to invite 

the children into enjoy a book by sitting on the floor. Children can talk/discuss each other 

whatever they read. 

Bulletin board: to display the student work 
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Small chairs and table: to discuss each other about the books, to take mini class and teacher 

read aloud activity 

Container with pencils, book marks, Markers, gum, scale and cello tapes etc, 

Literacy displays board: To display Book posters, an author’s display, message canter (for 

reviews of favourite books),  

Encourage children to use the library in much different way for quiet reflection and reading, 

re-enactments of stories, and conveying messages to one another. 

Tools and supplies: Highlighter, pencils, book marker, file folders, response pages, small 

borrower cards, response journals, cliff boards. Registers to maintain book details, book issue 

details. 

Reading logs and response journals: for maintenance of records. 

Book issue card holder and issue box: maintain the book issue card for home reading 

books. By doing this student will be responsible for books and teachers can keep track of the 

books 

4.5 Conclusion 

Well planned and carefully organised classroom libraries encourage the student’s 

interaction with books and all other literacy tools or props stored or displayed. This means 

that teachers must organise the classroom library with user friendliness in mind. Effective 

classroom libraries are not the product of accident or evolutionary forces, but rather the result 

of careful, thoughtful reflection, planning and organisation. 

4.6 Activity 

 Create model Classroom library 

 Create a mini reading area 

 Prepare charts and sign boards like “just read books”, “read me” teacher 

recommended books” “Books are fuel for achievements” “Reading is to mind as what 

exercise is to body” “Today’s reader, Tomorrow’s Leader”. 

 Prepare a model rack using cardboard square boxes 
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1. This is a model book shelf prepared by cardboard boxes, -UshaMukunda 

2. Book review tag 
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Module- V 
Collection Development of Classroom Library 

        

5.0 Learning Objectives 

A well planned classroom library not only houses materials for reading, it also 

includes opportunities for responding to reading.  The collection of the library will be 

supporting and inviting students of many different abilities to engage in reading a variety of 

texts, both narrative and expository. After going through this module, you will be able to 

know:  

 The guideline for the selection of books and reading materials of the classroom 

library.  

 Book acquisition procedure. 

 Different types of collection of classroom library. 

 Sources and book selection tools. 

 Processing of books and other reading materials. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Classroom libraries are one important aspect in providing a literacy-rich environment. 

They offer opportunities for students to engage with texts that reflect their interests by 

including a range of topics and genres; and to read more by having easy and equitable access 

to texts located not only on a bookshelf, but displayed in the classroom. Students and teachers 

can play an integral role in the development of the classroom library by being involved in the 

continual, revolving selection of texts. Student ownership and participation in the classroom 

library fosters reading engagement (Early Reading Strategy, 2009). 

 

The mission of the classroom library is to support the informational and recreational 

reading needs of all users. Establishing a quality, usable collection requires a valid, viable, 

and current collection development policy, which is flexible enough to meet the ever-

changing needs of the classroom library and the school’s instructional program. Collection 

development means that the needs of all users are considered when materials are added to the 

resource collection. Collection building involves a number of activities by which a library 

acquires material of all types. Collection development is a dynamic and continuous process. 
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It involves the users, the library/teaching staff and the subject experts on selection team. It is 

not an end in itself but a means to develop a need based, up to date and balanced collection fit 

to meet the document and information needs of the users. 

 

5.2 Guidelines for selection of classroom library materials 

The following criteria shall be considered in the selection of library materials:  

The library materials shall be chosen with knowledge of the curriculum, the user 

community, its resources, and student interests. Library materials shall be appropriate for the 

subject area and for the age, emotional development, ability level, learning styles, and social 

development of students for whom the materials are selected.  

 

Library materials shall meet high standards of quality in:  

 presentation  

 physical format  

 educational significance  

 readability  

 authenticity  

 artistic quality and /or literary style  

 factual content  

 technical quality  

 

Library materials shall be designed to provide background information which will 

motivate students to examine their own attitudes and behavior, to comprehend their duties, 

responsibilities, rights and privileges as participating citizens in our society.  

 
Selection Principles 

Selection of materials for library requires wisdom, skilfulness and awareness of user's 

varying needs. The basic principle, which governs the selection of reading materials for a 

library is "to provide the right book to the right reader at the right time". The selector should 

know the readers needs/requirements, required selected materials should be procured 

expeditiously and to be made available at the right time for effective use of the readers. 
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Selection Procedure 
Selection process involves three important parameters viz., demand, supply and 

finance. Demand indicates the interest of the reader in a specific and rationale area. Supply 

refers to the availability of information sources in market for procurement. Finance plays 

very crucial and significant role. Finance is an important element which regulates the 

selection, Users demand can be ascertained through recommendations, usage of the 

document, revisions of syllabi and suggestions of the library/teaching staff, etc. Various 

categories of document selection aids/bibliographical tools inform about availability of 

current/retrospective documents. 

 

5.3 Acquisition of books 

Acquisition simply denotes to "acquire something" or to "purchase". According to the 

Dictionary of Library and Information Science (2004), acquisition is a process of selecting, 

ordering and receiving new materials and maintaining accurate records of such transactions. 

Acquisitions is the process of selecting, ordering, and receiving materials for library or 

archival collections by purchase, exchange, or gift, which may include budgeting and 

negotiating with outside agencies, such as publishers, dealers, and vendors, to obtain 

resources to meet the needs of the institution's clientele in the most economical and 

expeditious manner. The term acquisition is commonly used to designate several facets of 

library work on the techniques of acquiring library materials.  

A library acquisition policy is a formal statement that guides the library’s acquisition 

of materials to be added to its collections. It has a number of elements each addressing a 

specific purpose. The acquisition policy is a process whereby the teacher/librarian and other 

selectors choose from numerous alternatives of materials to boost the information resources 

that support the activities of the classroom. In effects acquisition policy of classroom library 

means maintaining a live balance, up to date collection both in subject content and in kinds of 

materials. 

Acquisition Procedure in classroom library will be 

 In selecting learning resources, professional personnel will evaluate available 

resources and curriculum needs and will consult reputable, professionally prepared 

aids to selection, and other appropriate sources. The actual resource will be examined 

whenever possible. 
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 Gift materials shall be judged by the selection criteria and shall be accepted or 

rejected by those criteria. 

 Selection is an ongoing process that should include removing materials that are no 

longer used or needed, adding materials, and replacing lost and worn materials that 

still have educational value. 

Procurement of documents which is an essentially a skill, has to be done with utmost 

care, rationale and judiciousness. The three important factors of collection building are (1) 

document selection (2) ordering (3) acquisition of documents. There is a need to develop a 

need-based, balanced and up-to-date collection to meet effectively the changing and 

increasing needs of the user/clients. The collection development process comprises selection 

policies and procurement programmes. 

 
Factors of Book Selection 

It is useful to identify the known publishers and producers of the reading material. Before 

selection, the librarian needs to examine existing resources and identify the gaps and the 

areas to be developed. Each stock section of the Library Resource Centre (such as fiction, 

non-fiction, reference, journals, audio-visual items etc.) will have different elements to 

consider in their selection. The following check-list of criteria can be used in the selection of 

learning resources: 

 Contents of the book  

 Style of writing  

 Presentation  

 Relevance to subject contents  

 Index  

 Date of publication, edition  

 Quality of illustrations and visual appeal  

 Physical get-up, binding  

 Volume and number of pages  

 Page layout and margin  

 Type size  

 Cost 
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Acquisition and processing 
The objectives of acquisition of any Library resources include 

 To keep record of what to be ordered. 

 To keep record of what is on order 

 To select materials from various sources e.g. Publishers’ Catalogue, Book-in-print, 

etc. 

 To keep financial record or book budget 

 To keep records of gifts and donations from various philanthropists and organizations 

etc. 

 

Acquisition programme involves skilful activities. Some important steps to be followed in 

this acquisition process are listed below for your understanding. 

 

 Contact the publishers, book suppliers to obtain the list of publications. 

 Collect catalogues of Publishers, distributors, booksellers and circulate them to 

concerned departments/canters for their selection and recommendations to procure 

them or on approval basis. 

 Check for the duplication of books, already existing in the collection. 

 Place orders to the concerned vendor/book supplier to supply required 

books/materials. 

 Purchase books within budgetary allocation assigned to departments. 

 Check the conditions of the books and other bibliographical details like Edition, Year 

of Publication etc. 

 Check and verify the bills regarding allowed discount. 

 Enter books to stock and make necessary entries in the concerned registers, ledgers 

etc. 

 Forward the bills after processing, to finance branch for prompt payment to the 

publishers or book suppliers. 

 Maintain records of budget/funds and issue monthly statements/balance sheet. 
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5.4 Nature of the collection 

Every classroom includes children with a broad range of background and literacy 

experiences; some have had extensive experience with parents and others who have modelled 

the reading process; others have had access to a wide variety of books and other reading 

materials; and still others have had little or no opportunity to experience the reading process 

or to handle books or other reading materials. Keeping this in mind we need to build up the 

collection.  The collection should support and invite students of different abilities to engage 

in reading a variety of books both narrative and expository. Expository texts require that 

students gather and organise facts as well as critically analyse information. Whereas narrative 

texts invite students to connect with personal experiences and empathise with the characters 

in a book. Classroom room library should also house a collection of levelled text materials, 

for meeting student’s instructional needs. Sufficient quantities of high-interest, levelled books 

need to be available to match between the challenges within the text and each student’s 

interests and needs (Ohlhausen and Jepsen, 1992). 

Children also need to be exposed to a range of language, topics, genres, and 

perspectives (McGee & Richgels, 1996). They need books that reflect the diverse, 

multicultural nature of our society, books where they can learn about themselves and others. 

 

 The literature selection should include: 

 Traditional and narrative stories: Familiar stories that are found in every culture, 

including fables, folk tales, myths and legends, fairy tales, 

 Fantasy: Stories that contain characters who may have superhuman powers that spark 

children’s imaginations 

 Realistic fiction: Stories with characters, settings and events that could plausibly 

happen in true life 

 Historical fiction: Stories set in the past, accurately reflecting the time period in 

which they occur 

 Picture books with thought provoking images and unique examples of artistic talent 

 Biographies and autobiographies: Books about the lives of everyday or famous 

people 

 Information: Books that provide realistic, accurate and authentic information 

 Textbooks to meet the students’ instructional needs 
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The collection should also include plays, poems skits, tests, quizzes and worksheets, 

miscellaneous reading materials such as popular magazines, newspapers, encyclopaedias, 

maps, posters dairies, letter, joke books, comic books, captioned photographs, word puzzles, 

essays, critiques, and student authors books. 

5.5 Sources of Book Selection  

Book selection which is highly professional activity is made through:  

 Announcements and catalogues from publishers and suppliers of publications.  

 Document reviews and announcements in periodicals.  

 Secondary periodicals, which include bibliographies, current awareness bulletins, 

covers in secondary periodicals.  

 Display of new books in Book Exhibitions. 

 Specific document request from user. 

 User participation in collection building/development. 

 

Recent catalogues of publications issued by the National Book Trust (NBT), Children’s 

Book Trust (CBT), National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), and 

in-house journals/newsletters of other leading publishers and booksellers need to be looked 

into for selection purpose. Most of these catalogues of publications are available free of cost 

from the respective publishers and booksellers. 

 Selected List of Indian Publishers of Children’s Literature 

 NBT. Delhi (National Book Trust) nbtindia.gov.in (Books for all ages including wordless 

books.) 

 NBP. Delhi (Nehru Bal Pustakalay) (books for older students) 

 CBT. Delhi  (Childrens’ Book Trust)  www.childrensbooktrust.com (Picture books for 

younger children.) 

 Tara Publishers. Chennai.  www.tarabooks.com. (Outstanding books at special prices!) 

 Tulika Publishers.Chennai. www.tulikabooks.com  (Excellent range for ages 3 to 12) 

 Eklavya. Bhopal. www.eklavya.in. (Excellent books mainly in Hindi and Other northern 

languages. Few in English as well.) 

 Katha. New Delhi. www.katha.org (Amazing books with visual content for younger 

children age 4 to 12.) However, a bit expensive. 

http://www.childrensbooktrust.com/
http://www.tarabooks.com/
http://www.tulikabooks.com/
http://www.eklavya.in/
http://www.katha.org/
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 Pratham Books. Bangalore. prathambooks.org (very colourful books at very low prices 

but good selection lens necessary.) 

 Centre for Learning Resources. Pune  www.clrindia.org (Books for younger children at 

low prices.) 

 BGVS. Delhi. www.bgvs.org (Excellent translations into Hindi of classic books. Very 

reasonable but looks a bit dull.) 

 Jyothsna Prakashana.(Pune)  www.jyotsnaprakashan.com (Very reasonable price for 

quality. In Marathi and English.) 

 Rupa Publishers.Delhi  www.rupapublications.co.in (Known quality) 

 Unisun Publishers. (Good for young children) 

 Scholastic India. Delhi scholastic.co.in (Good range but fine selection necessary.) 

 Frank Brothers. Delhi. www.frankedu.com 

 Navneet Publishers. Mumbai. www.navneet.com 

 Amar Chitra Katha. Mumbai.  www.amarchitrakatha.com (Selection necessary) 

 NCERT. Delhi. www.ncert.nic.in (good for textbooks and a few titles) 

 Parag Trust. Delhi  parag@tatatrusts.org (New publisher, good and is reasonably priced) 

 A and A Publishers.Uttarakhand. (Reasonably priced. Takes up themes of the girl child) 

 Harper Collins India. www.harpercollins.co.in (good publisher for all ages) 

 Puffin India Delhi. (good publisher for all ages) 

 Karadi Tales. Mumbai Attached to Amar Chitra Katha. (new in the field and has some 

good titles)        

 Seagull. Kolkata. www.seagullindia.com (art books and special books) 

 Zubaan.Delhi. zubaanbooks.com  Feminist issues 

  Duckbill (teenage.) www.duckbill.in (Excellent books for young adults) 

 Navayana.  navayana.org (related to Dalit issues.) 

 Navakarnataka. (Kannada as well.) Bangalore. www.navakarnataka.com 

 Sapna Books. (Kannada.) Bangalore. www.sapnaonline.com 

 Rajkamal. (Hindi) 

 Ratna Sagar.Delhi. www.ratnasagar.com 

Online Sources 

 National Repository of Open Educational Resources. nroer.gov.in excellent resources for 

teachers. 

http://www.clrindia.org/
http://www.bgvs.org/
http://www.jyotsnaprakashan.com/
http://www.rupapublications.co.in/
http://www.frankedu.com/
http://www.amarchitrakatha.com/
http://www.ncert.nic.in/
mailto:parag@tatatrusts.org
http://www.harpercollins.co.in/
http://www.seagullindia.com/
http://www.duckbill.in/
http://www.navakarnataka.com/
http://www.sapnaonline.com/
http://www.ratnasagar.com/
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 Karnataka Open Educational Resources.  karnatakaeducation.org.in 

 Horn Book (http://www.hbook.com) International website with superb articles on school 

library issues. 

 Bookworm. www.bookwormgoa.in  (Interesting website to visit) 

 library.cfl.in (Various aspects of school libraries) 

 www.goodbooks.in (continually updated website for reviews of children’s books. A Must 

check out) 

 www.schoollibraryjournal.com (the best journal for all issues on school libraries with 

contributions from working school librarians.) 

 http://en.childrenslibrary.org/index.shtml ( International Children’s Digital Library) 

5.6 Processing of books and documents 

At the simplest level, Processing of documents and books in a classroom library means that 

every resource that is acquired must be recorded, stamped, classified and catalogued.  

Maintain a register for acquired books and details of the books should be entering in the 

register.  The register may include Accession No. Date of acquisition, Title of the book, 

Author/s, edition, Year, Publisher and Price of the book. Label the books with simple way. 

How to label and classify is explained in next unit. The new books and other materials are 

then put on display.  Class teacher can list the details of the books and put that list on the 

notice board. Photocopy the covers and display that on a central board. A physical display of 

the material has a better impact at all ages. The resources are now ready for circulation and 

use. 

 

Specimen of the columns of the Acquisition register 

Accession 

No. 

Date of 

acquisition 

Title of the book Author/s Edition Year  Publisher Price 

        

        

        

 

5.7 Conclusion  

The Motive of any classroom library is to collect, organize, preserve and disseminate 

information to the students and teachers. The information that is made available to users 

http://172.16.4.150/
http://www.bookwormgoa.in/
http://www.goodbooks.in/
http://www.schoollibraryjournal.com/
http://en.childrenslibrary.org/index.shtml
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especially in classroom libraries is usually presented in the form of printed text, graphics, 

sound, animation or still pictures etc. The classroom library is seen as the centre of the school 

learning programme and the foundation stone of any modern educational structure. An 

adequate classroom library usually contains various books on all subjects of interest to the 

students and the teachers and should be maintained by a professionally trained 

teacher/librarian. 
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Module-VI 

Arrangement of resources 

6.0 Learning objectives  

The arrangement and display of books can play a significant role in assisting students in 

selecting the just right books. Understanding student’s book selection behaviours and 

environmental conditions that influence how a classroom library can be arranged to best 

guide and inform children in their choices.  After going through this module you will be able 

to understand, 

 Need for the arrangement of resources 

 The methods of sorting the books. 

 Arrangement of resources by using standard system 

 The labelling the books. 

 The display of books 

6.1 Introduction 

The message from a well-organized, labelled classroom library is that reading is a 

valued part of the curriculum (Bickert,1999). Library collections are classified for several 

reasons. One reason is that it is difficult to find library materials unless each item has a place 

where it belongs—where it can always be found. Another reason is that classification makes 

a collection browseable by placing items of similar topics together in the same area of 

shelving. Also, with a classification/grouping on each library item, user/staff can easily return 

materials to the shelves, making them quickly available for the next user. Depending on the 

children’s reading level of a particular class, class teacher can decide how a classroom library 

can be arranged to best guide and inform children in their choices.  From physical layout to 

furnishings and displays, how the classroom library is set up will either serve to assist or 

inhibit students as they go about the task of selecting the books for independent reading 

6.2 Arrangement of resources 

The arrangement of resources is beginning with grouping or classifying the resources. 

The term ‘Classification’ is a derivation from the Latin word “Classis” which connotes 

‘Grouping’. Classification is a procedure of grouping similar items and objects and is 
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essential in formulating groups that is known as classifying which results in Classification. 

This process helps the user to arrange, organize and make a logical sense of articles which 

also assists the user to locate them in an easy manner. Classification is the ability to 

distinguish objects through their similarities and dissimilarities which is distinct in their 

identities for human beings. The process begins with what type of arrangement (group or 

category) is suitable to the children of the particular classes. 

The arrangement of the well-designed classroom library has to fulfil the following 

requirements. 

 A clear system of organizing the books is in place 

 Text are labelled or grouped by format, genre, level or topic 

 All shelves or containers are labelled with system 

 Labels are developmentally appropriate (readable, clipart or color-coded with 

labels) 

 Student know the system of organization and are able to use it effectively 

 Student can find their level quickly and easily. 

There are many ways to sort the books viz. alphabetically by author/title genre, 

height, colour, topic, reading level, classification wise, etc., depending on the developmental 

level of the students in the classroom. 

 
 

Sorting books by categories like the same author, poetry books, books about the 

environment, books about animals, fairy tales, ABC books, little books, easy books, chapter 

books, etc., students can find books easily. With demonstrations and guidance, even first 

graders can take full responsibility for categorizing, sorting, and organizing books and 
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returning them to agreed-on places—and they love doing so. Not only that, students begun to 

take pride in “their” library. They keep the books neat and orderly once they are involved in 

organizing it. 

6.2.1 Organize books alphabetically: 

 An alphabetical organization system makes it relatively easy to find books.  In this 

arrangement, books are arranged alphabetically by the author’s last name or by title of the 

book. 

 

6.2.2 Organize the books by genres: 

Books are sorted into similar genres of series depending on the size and scope of your 

collection.   For example, “Animal”, when students ask "I love to read about animals!".  

Arrange entire animals’ book in a basket on a variety of different reading levels. This way, 

most reader could find a book. The following some important categories 

Atlas                                        Encyclopaedias 

Dictionaries         Quiz 

Fiction    Science fiction 

Animals   Biographies and Autobiographies 

Vehicles and transportation Class-Made Books 

Fairy Tales and Legends Favourite Characters 
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Jokes and Poetry  Mysteries 

Fantasy   History  

Art    Science    

Quick Reads   Simple project and activity books 

 

First identify the genre for each book.  Read the back or content of each book to 

determine which genre that book most appropriately fits.  Sort them by these genres.  Decide 

box/tub or shelve for each genre. Place the books together on shelf/basket so that all the 

books fit into each designated genre. Label the shelves so that users can easily find books in a 

genre that interests them.  Use large font signs to label the shelves.  This allow student to 

quickly go to the genre that interests them when they are looking for books. 

6.2.3 Organize the books by colour or height: 

Arranging the books by colour or height is also helpful when the collection is small 

and there is less space.  Group the books by black, white, red orange, yellow, green, blue 

violet etc.  Even arrange the books from tallest to shortest or group books of similar height 

together.  Though in this method the arrangement looks neat, it is not suitable for independent 

reading in lower classes. 

6.2.4 Organize the books by level: 

Books may also be sort by reading level, for beginners, level appropriate and one 

level above etc.  This can be identified with colour code or write level ‘O”, Level 1, Level 2 

etc., It can also arrange like easy, grade level, challenging. This will helpthe kids to choose 

just right book for them. 

Identify the reading level of each book.  Sort the books from lowest reading level to 

highest to create hierarchy of difficulty.  Now place the lowest first, and so on. Or keep the 

lowest on the bottom shelves and move up from there. 

6.2.5 Organize the books by combine organizational Method: 

In this method first sort the books by genres or level and then arrange it by 

alphabetical order. And further sort them by colour and organize it by order of height. 
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6.2.6 Organize the book by standard organizational method: 

For the classroom library of the higher classes books/resources can be organized in 

logical sequences and clearly labelled by using an established system such as Dewey decimal 

classification. Most of the school and college libraries are using this because it is very simple 

and easy to adopt any size of library collection with modification.  

Dewey Decimal classification commonly called DDC is developed by Melvil Dewey 

in 1876, published in United states. It has then been revised and expanded through 23 major 

editions (latest 2011) Abridged version is also available which is suitable for smaller 

libraries.  Currently it is maintained by OCLC (online Computer library centre) a non-profit 

co-operative that serves libraries. DDC has a number for the entire subject.   

DDC scheme is made up of ten classes and each divided in ten divisions, each having 

ten sections. The system is using numerical number with three whole number making classes 

and decimal creating further divisions.  The structure is hierarchical. 

(List of major classes is enclosed in Appendix “a”). 

6.3 Label the book and shelves/baskets 

Labelling shelves clearly is very useful to students. It guides where different genres or 

levels of reading materials are located.  For students seeking books on specific topics, it is 

helpful to label shelves and books by noting the topic or theme of books. 

Simple round labels or square labels can use to show different levels. Books need 

to be returned to the basket from which they came. To make it as easy and visually 

instructive as possible, picture labels for each box can also use to identify the box. The 

picture on the front of the book needs to match the picture of the box and it is going in. 

On the upper right-hand corner, books are labels with colour-coordinated levels.  Label 

shelves and books also to help students keep books and display materials orderly. 

 
Reading levels 

 
General Topic 

 
Genre 

      EASY Grade level Challenging 

Science History Geography Language Mathematics 

Fairy tails Folk tails Biography Dramas Poetry Grammar 
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Themes  
 

Best books 
 

6.3.1 Colour Dots: 

Arrange each book baskets label with coloured dot sticker and number. Each book 

that belongs in the basket/ category has a matching coloured dot sticker and number. Then the 

baskets are arranged in number order. 

Each genre/topic/theme gets a colour dot that goes on each book in that basket. 

Students then match the label on the basket with the sticker on their book., 

 
6.3.2 Abbreviations: 

Choose an abbreviation for each of your baskets which has different genre. – HF for 

Historical Fiction, NF for nonfiction, AC for activity, etc. Write this code on the back or front 

of the book. 

Each book should be labelled with school stamp so that students can return them after 

home reading.  Each label can have the book bin category, a picture, and the phrase, "This 

book belongs to   ….. class and …..school..". Colour-code label can use for the purpose.  

Students will then match the label on the book to an identical label on the outside of the 

basket and put the books back where they belong after reading. This will also help to separate 

the books from any books the students brought from their home collections. 

Insects Rocks Ghost stories Explorers Inventions 

Most selected Class favourites Teacher recommended 
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Labelling objects, storage containers, shelves and other areas of the classroom helps 

young children take responsibility for the maintenance and orderliness of their classroom 

environment. 

6.4 Display of books 

You can arrange the books many different ways: 

 In baskets 

 On shelves 

 In tubs 

 In magazine holders 

Empty rectangular cardboard boxes will serve the purposes for keeping the books.  

Decorate it with nice art and diagram prepared by students. Involve the students in organize 

the space, selection and arrangement process and also in monitoring the effectiveness.  When 

they took the ownership, they were proud of their work and could find the book they wanted.   

Keep in mind that organization should teach students “how to think about books”. Organizing 

by topic, genre, theme author, and special feature will facilitate this thinking. 

Display the books in the classroom library with their covers visible for easy selection. 

Face as many as books forward as possible for ease of viewing.  If the book doesn’t have an 

inviting cover but offers colourful illustrations and great story, display it with a cover open in 

a manner that will entice students to explore the book. A special display section should set for 

most frequently read and read aloud by teachers so that student can explore the book on their 

own.  Another special display could be ‘teacher recommended’ and ‘student recommended’ 

books.    Organize the separate display for the current topic of the curriculum and also include 
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books that represent future topics in the curriculum, so that students will start to form ideas 

about what they will learn and what they already know about the topic.  Every few weeks 

some books should be rotated (Mcgee and Richgel,2003).  Displayed books attracted 

students’ attention far more often than those shelved. 

 

  

(The covers are facing out.) 

6.4.1 Instructional Books 

Not necessarily keep all the books of classroom library to be displayed for accessible 

to the students. Some books are set aside for instructional teaching, read aloud, guided 

reading, thematic units, & invitational groups. While these books might be placed in an 

independent reading box or bag, and the classroom teacher could maintain control of 

accessibility. 

Diane Miness, first grade teacher of Dutch Neck School, Princenton Junction NJ, opined 

that, children choose the book for reading,  

- By skimming the book-what is the book about 

- By the illustrations 

- By cover 

- By a favourite author 

- By a favourite character 

- By a favourite or interesting topic 

- Because it is a “just right book” 
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- Because it is a favourite or familiar book   

Teachers have to keep in mind all these factors while arranging the resources in their 

classroom. 

6.4.2 Refresh and exchange of books 

One of the most important tenets of managing a collection is how often it is refreshed. 

Refreshment also implies that there is constant review and weeding of out-dated material and 

a regular influx of new and current resources to keep the minds of the users fresh and up-to-

date. Every book or resource in the library collection is a victim to massive handling so repair 

and refurbishing is necessary. Always new books attract the attention of the children it is 

therefore necessary to add a fresh collection frequently.  

 

6.5 Care and repair of books 

Attention should be given to the physical appearance of the books.  It should have a 

presentable and attractive appearance.   It is necessary to discard the books before they get 

too dirty and to replace them by new ones.  If possible, use the plastic book jacket and 

lamination to preserve the original jacket of the book.  Lamination means a plastic coating is 

presented on to the original covers of a book or on the book jackets, thus protecting it from 

dirt and preserving the original appearance.  This method may involve some additional 

expense but it is worth spending as it lengthens the life of books and it makes the books more 

attractive.    If the books are so expensive, it can also bind if necessary.  If the books have 

loose leaves or torn pages, a simple repair work can be done within the classroom. With the 

help of the teacher supervision students can involve on repair work lovingly and creatively to 

make the collection look fresh anew. Repairing torn books imaginatively and generally 

inviting students to feel a sense of ownership of the library, go a long way to bring about 

enthusiastic use of the library resources. 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

Regardless of the method chosen, thoroughly teaching the system of organization, 

practicing selections, and re-shelving of texts are all crucial to the development of the 

classroom library. Ensuring all students have a high degree of familiarity with finding where 

different kinds of books are located, matching stickers and icons, and placing books face 
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forward and right side up will allow the students to be self-sufficient while maintaining the 

organization of the collection. 

6.7 Activity 

Item require:  Baskets/Bins, Books, Paper for lebals, Cello tapes, Colour pens, Plane 

papers, Glue, Scissors 

1. Divide the whole group into  3 -4 small group 

2. Explain the group about different types of grouping 

3. Ask to divide the books into diffent genres, levels, topics  

4. Make the lebal for each baskets of books 

5. Paste picture if possible  

6. Place the colour dot on each book and corresponding basket label 

7. Strategicaly place basket of books in the model library 

8. Prapare the teacher recommended chart 

9. Prapare student recommended chart 

10. Draw the sign board to guide the arrangement  
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Module-VII 

Effective use of the classroom library 

7.0 Learning Objectives 

Library services are considered as a key element in throwing the library resources and 

information product to all the users of the library system. The classroom library services give 

opportunities for experiences in creating and using information for knowledge, 

understanding, imagination and enjoyment.  This module introduces you, 

 Learning and teaching basic library skills 

 Borrow and return 

 Care for library materials 

7.1 Introduction 

Well stocked, high-quality classroom libraries can generate interest and motivation 

for reading, and provide the means to the practice necessary to develop expert reading skills. 

When the library is organized, established to complement the curriculum, and inviting to 

students in the classroom, it is time to open the library and invite students to explore. To 

facilitate the book selection and to promote the optimum use of the library resources, teacher 

need to fully explain to children how the classroom library organized and operated. Students 

need to be oriented prior to use and periodically for selection of books, checkout/ check-in for 

home reading, care for books to maintain successful use of classroom library. 

 

7.2 Learning and teaching basic Library skills 

To motivate the optimum use of the CRL, certain rules and guidelines are to be 

established for selecting the appropriate books.  When children come in contact with the 

classroom library without preparation or guidance, they are flooded with questions. Where do 

I look? How do I know what I want? How do I know this book is right for me? How do I get 

ready to read a book? What if the book I want is already checked out? And so on. To select 

the just right book, the student will need teacher guidelines and instruction to optimize the 

book selection and reading strategies. To begin, students need to gain an understanding of the 

geographical layout of the classroom library.  Next, it is important to talk about books as a 

way to acquaint children with the contents of the classroom library. It will be helpful if you 
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teach how to locate and select the just right book.  Finally, after finding a book, students need 

to learn how to determine whether or not the book they chose is appropriately matched to 

their own reading level and ability. 

 

Posting simple guidelines for using the library, along with a map of how the library is 

organized (Reutzel & Fawson, 2002), will help promote independent use and maintenance of 

the library.  Students need to be oriented prior to use and periodically to maintain successful 

and optimal use of the CRL.  Involving the children in arranging the library resources will 

also bring the confidence among the children.  While doing this student naturally come in 

contact with the books and inculcate the interest to go through the books. Students who are 

not secure in their reading skills might develop self-confidence by helping to identify 

categories of interest and providing recommendations for adding to the collection (Hunter, 

1999). The process of making observations and sharing them sets a tone for using the library 

and discussing the books with others. Following activities may enhance the optimum use or 

the classroom library. 

 

7.3 Orientation of students to the classroom library 

It is a basic and must service for the new users at the beginning of the academic year.  

The class teacher has to deliver orientation of the collection of the library. During the 

orientation class teacher has to give instruction on use of different sources of information 

(Text, reference story, read aloud books etc), handling the books, part of books, and their 

purposes, arrangement in reference books like encyclopaedia and dictionaries. Orientation is 

also given on issue and return of books for home reading. 

Classroom library rules poster- (some samples) 

 One book may be checked at a time! 

 Books are due back within a week 

 Return checked out book first thing in the morning 

 Do not disturb someone who is quietly reading 

 If you need help, ask student librarian and then teacher 

 Put books back on the shelf where they belong 

 Rearrange chairs and tables so they look the same as when you found them. 

 Put display books back in their places 
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7.4 Borrow and return 

A check-out system for classroom library books can serve as a real motivator.  It has 

to be simple and easy to manage.  Involve the students to do as much as work as possible.  

They enjoy doing these works.  Involve the student to prepare book pocket and index card. 

Following methods can be used to carry out the issue return of books for home reading. 

7.4.1 Ledger system 

In this system certain pages were allotted to each borrower and columns were provided on 

each page for serial number, date of issue, accession number, author, title, date of returning 

and borrower’s initial. Ask the student to write the title, author and date of checking 

out/borrow.  Stipulate minimum one-week time to keep the book at home. Teacher may also 

ask student to indicate the topic or genre of the selection. Once the book returns, record the 

return date. This is very simple and easy to handle. 

Specimen copy of the pages in the Ledger System 

Name of the Borrower: 

S. No. Date of 

Issue 

Accn. No Author Title Date of 

Return 

Borrower’s 

Initial 

       

 

 

 

 

 

7.4.2 Book card method 

On the inside back cover of the library book, stick a small book pocket.  Place an 

index card containing title and accession no. of the book inside the pocket. This index card is 

for students to use as they check out a book. Student should remove and sign the card and 

place it in a simplebox kept for maintenance of index card. Paste a small due date slip on 
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front page of the book, which should contain Sl. No of the book as per accession register. 

This system results in an ongoing record of which students in which year have read particular 

books.  Most children are very interested in finding out who has read a book previously.   If 

they discover their sibling, friend or senior has signed on the card, chances are great that they 

will be really motivated to read the book. 

 

Figure 1.Due date slip 

 

Figure 2. Book card &Book packet 

 

7.4.3 Borrower ticket method 

In this method, each student can provide one student borrow card. The card contains 

date of issues, Accession No. Title, author, subject and date of return.  Students need to fill 

these columns while borrow the books. And this card is to keep in the card holder box and 

maintained by class librarian/student in-charge.  Once the book is return, card should be 
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return back to the student. By this method, how many books are read by particular child and 

which book he/she selected. Teacher can analyse the growth of the reading level by 

monitoring the selection of book and interest of the child. 

The work regarding issue/return can be carried out by the class librarian/monitor of the class 

and supervised by class teacher. 

 

Date of issue Accession No. Author Title Subject Date of 
return 

      

      

      

      

      

 

 
7.5 Care for Reading Materials in a Class Room Library 

Classroom libraries are normally small in collections. Children use classroom libraries 

during the intervals besides the class hours.  The classroom library also teaches the children 

at a very young age how to handle a reading material properly. It enables the children to 

know that books are precious and they have life. That means, it is the original thought or 

intellectual idea of an individual. It makes the children realize that there are many human 

factors involved in bringing out a book like author, editor, publisher, printer, book vendors 

and finally the Librarians, who buy the books and prepare them ready for use in the Library.  

Normally Classroom libraries are predominantly occupied by printed books. Like human 

beings, books also have a life-span as they are made of paper. Papers make reading 

physically pleasurable. The Classroom Libraries are managed by the class teachers in 

addition to their regular duties and run with the assistance of the class monitor or student 

volunteers. 
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7.6 Factors for deterioration of a book 
Care and preservation of books in the library are necessary to prolong their life for the 

readers. Since the reading materials are stored and used by many there are enough 

possibilities for decay and damage. There are so many factors for the deterioration of a book. 

 

 Environmental factors 
Environmental factors include light, heat, humidity and moisture, dust and dirt. 

 Biological factors 
Biological factors include  

a. Insects: book lice, silver fish, book worm, termite sand cockroaches  

b. Microorganisms: fungus and mold. 

c. Macro organism: rat, rodentand squirrels  

 Chemical factors 
Chemical factors include yellowing of papers due to acidity and brittle due to ageing  

of the books.  

 Natural Disaster factors 

Natural Disaster factors include fire, flood, high wind, cyclone and earthquake. 

 Human factors  
Human factors include improper storage, rough handling, replacement, folding and 

deliberate abuse. 

 

7.7 Handling of Reading Materials 
Normally children cause damage to the books in the following ways: 

 Making marks in the books by pencil or pen. 

 Damaging the book by tearing out the pages and the pictures. 

 Mutilation of books (a book made unfit for reading purposes wholly or partially is 

said to be mutilated) 

 Exposing the books to rain or the sun. 

 Straining the stitching on the spine/back while making photocopies. 

 Misplacing the books (placing books at points other than those determined by library). 

“A book misplaced is virtually lost”. 

 Stealing the books or taking the books out of the library without proper entry (Check-

out). 
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 Rough use like dog-earing of pages and bending back the corners, a method mostly 

used by scholars to mark the pages that they have read. 

 Erotic readers are in the habit of writing obscene words in the books or inserting 

humorous caption. 

 

7.8 Preservation and Conservation 
Books deserve care and respect. They should be properly handled so that they could 

serve many readers.  The following protective and preventive measures must be taken to 

ensure the good condition of the books and other reading materials. Their maximum 

longevity is promoted for the benefit of the users of the Library. 

 The students should be imparted instructions on the care and handling of books in the 

library as they are valuable treasures. 

 Students should be made to feel that library is the common property of all and books 

should not be defaced or mutilated as they are for use for generations. 

 The books tend to lose their value if they stand closely packed on the stacks and 

sometimes the spine and top edges are damaged while pulling them out. 

 Book supports/book rest should be used to keep the books upright on the shelves. 

 Reference books should be handled with care so as to prolong their life and utility as 

they are expensive and rare. 

 Students should be taught proper method of using book marks, and replacing books 

on the shelves after reading. 

 Periodic dusting and cleaning should be done. 

 

7.9 Activity: 
1. Prepare the specimen copy of the ledger for issue of books. 

2. Prepare the specimen of Book card and Book pocket. 
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Module – VIII 
Promotion, publicity and evaluation of the classroom library 

 

8.0 Learning Objectives 

After going through this unit you will be understood the: 

 Need of promotion of the classroom Library 

 Various ways of promoting the classroom library 

 The effective ways to evaluate the Classroom Library 

 

8.1 Introduction 

“Reading makes a man” is a proved statement and as by reading one acquires 

knowledge. The reading habit among the student community is slowly fading away as they 

not aware of the benefits of reading.  A recent saying says that “Today’s readers are 

tomorrow’s leaders”.  Reading helps a student to think broader, it increases the vocabulary 

and comprehension. If the reading habit is not inculcated among the student community, the 

school of knowledge will go in vain. The hour is come for the student community to rise up 

and read books.  The classroom library is an effective tool to inculcate the reading habit 

among the young minds. 

 

Advertising of products in industries is very much needed to increase the sale and 

consequently to gain the profit, however in academic situation like School, promotion and 

marketing of library sector is required to aware the library services. It is true and a known 

fact that all the libraries will consist of books and other reading materials. But it is very much 

necessary to promote it in the right way to make it known to the student community to use it 

in a better way. 

 
8.2Areas of promotion 

8.2.1 Product 
Here the product refers to the Books in the Classroom Library. The existing List of 

books should be legibly displayed at a prime place of the classroom. Whenever the new 

books are added, that should be immediately be displayed. 
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8.2.2 Placards:  
Placards can be placed in important places of the school.  The librarian may encourage the 

students to make placards which will encourage them to see their works placed in the school 

campus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2.3 Prompt Display Tent: 
People come in and out of a classroom library all day long, whether for classes, events 

or some study time. A table tent puts your ads right in front of them at the table where they 

sit. A table tent is simply a piece of paper — preferably cardstock — with ads on each side, 

then folded in half and sitting on the table like a tent.  
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8.2.4 Book Jacket hangs: 
The librarian can take the printouts of the book jackets and make them hang over the 

classrooms and the corridors of the school.  This will attract the students to look for these 

new books.  

 

 

 
8.2.5 Varied Displays 
Notice Boards: Information about Classroom Libraries may be displayed in School Notice 

boards which can be changed periodically. 
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Display on School bus: The school bus can bear a poster saying about the classroom library 

which can give a wide promotion about the classroom library. 

 
 

 

8.2.6 Newsletter: A local hand written newsletter can be prepared about the classroom 

library and be circulated among the other classes of the school. 

8.2.7 Cultural Activities & National Library Week: Cultural activities like “Character 

Depiction, Book talks, small plays etc can be an effective way of promoting classroom 

libraries. Also observing National Library week during the second week of November every 

year may bring awareness among students about classroom libraries.  

8.2.8 DEAR Program: Once in three months a DEAR program (Drop Everything And Read 

program) for a period of 40 minutes can be arranged. During this period the whole Class or 

school allot these 40 minutes to read exclusively by dropping down all the other works. 

8.2.9 Announcements in the School General Assembly: A few minutes can be taken in 

School General assembly to promote about classroom library which will reach the whole 

school at a time. 

8.2.10 Useful website: The following website will be useful for classroom librarian/library 

staff for promotional activities. https://www.education.com/games/ 
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8.3 Evaluation of the classroom library 

Classroom Library concepts prevails in the western countries since early 2000 and 

even much prior. It’s an effective way that a school encourages its pupil.  A study reveals that 

students in classrooms with good-quality classroom libraries read 50 percent more than 

students who do not have access to a library in the classroom (Hunter, 1999). The classroom 

libraries can breed interest and it will motivate the pupil to read which in turn upgrade the 

understanding level and of even improve their vocabulary. To make the classroom library 

well used a continuous evaluation process is required.  This process of evaluation of 

Classroom Library helps in improving the service. When should consider both positive and 

negative aspects while evaluating the library system.  

 

8.3.1 Areas of evaluation 
Evaluation of Classroom Library can be done in the following two broad areas: 

 1. Evaluation of Librarian/Library Teacher and the Library 

 2. Evaluation of Students in regard to foreknowledge of Library and its services. 

 3. Evaluation of library services 

 

8.3.2 Parameters 

1. Evaluation of Librarian/Library teacher and the Library: 

While evaluating the Librarian/Teacher Librarian, we should consider the below 

given important points; 

o Is he/she interested or passionate in their work. 

o Is he/she an organized person. 

o Does he/she have thorough knowledge about their own classroom library? 

o Is he/she an open minded person? (in regard to moving with children) 

o Does the library have enough collection of books? (Student Vs Books 1:4 or 5 

minimum) 

o Does the library have varied collection? 

o Are the books arranged systematically to locate easily? 

o Are the pupils involved in book collection process? 

o Are new arrivals prominently displayed? 

o Are there library activities and book fairs organized at a regular interval? 
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o Are the works of the children displayed on the notice board and changed 

frequently? 

o Are the seating arrangement and the infrastructure good? 

o Are the parents allowed to use the Library? 

 

Considering these questions in the evaluation process helps the management and the 

Librarian/library teacher to make the necessary changes and it will take the classroom library 

to the next level. 

 

2. Evaluation of Students in regard to foreknowledge of Library and its services: 

The students can be evaluated with the following criteria. It is suggested that the 

evaluation may be done by English subject teacher of the different classroom 

Librarians/Library teacher. A self-evaluation of the student may also be done separately. 

 

S.No Areas to be evaluated 

1 

Can a child recognise the difference between story book and a 

non-story book  

2 

Can a child recognise the difference between a magazine and a  

book  

3 Can a child recognise a poem from the structure of text 

4 Can a child identify the title of a book 

5 Can a child identify the author of a book 

6 Does the child show care in the handling of book  

7 Are children browsing and selecting books  

8 Are children able to talk about a recently read book 

9 Does the child replace book from where it was taken 

10 Is the child able to  read aloud 

11 Is the child able to read quietly 

12 Does the child borrow and return books regularly 

13 

Does the child participate in book related activities 

cooperatively 

14 Does the child ask questions about books 
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15 Does the child participate in group discussions about a book 

16 Can the child record borrowing and returning tasks 

17 

Can the child search for and find information in reference 

books 

18 Is the child able to communicate feelings about  a book 

19 

Is the child able to make connections between the content of 

the book and the world 

20 

Is the child able to follow instructions from a books to do a 

project 

21 

Can the child write a brief book review ( with a critical 

component for Std 5 and above) 

22 

Do children contribute to the display board with original 

drawings, poems, anecdotes etc. 

 

 

3. Evaluation of Library and its services thinking about how to make it central and 
vital: 

 Does your library corner look beautiful and contain an inviting display of plentiful 

reading materials, or does it look bland and impoverished? 

 

 Does the library include a variety of genres and literary forms—poetry, picture books, 

informational books, mysteries, fantasy, popular series—or does it house mostly 

fiction and textbooks?  

 

 Are most of the books in the library written by well-known children’s authors, or are 

they part of a program that has been created and levelled by a publisher? 

 

 Do you have a current book that accurately and aesthetically portray other cultures, or 

is your collection homogeneous and dated? 

 

 Can children find books in which their language and culture appear, or are they 

unlikely to “see themselves” in the collection? 
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 Have students been involved in the selection and organization, or have you made all 

the decisions about design, how books are grouped, and what reading materials to 

include? 

 

 Can struggling readers easily find books they can and want to read, or do they spend 

most of their independent reading time searching for books? 

 

 Are there comfortable areas in which students can sit and read, or can students only 

read at their desks or tables? 

 

 Do you and your students rotate, change, and add to the collection based on changing 

needs, interests, and curriculum, or is your collection static? 

 

 Does your library include children’s favourite authors, books, and series, or is the 

collection limited to what you have on hand and your own preferences? 

 Most of all, is the library a place children love to go to seek and find wonderful 

reading materials, or is it a rarely used appendage in your classroom? Are there 

comfortable areas in which students can sit and read, or can students only read at their 

desks or tables? 

 

 Do you and your students rotate, change, and add to the collection based on changing 

needs, interests, and curriculum, or is your collection static? 

 

 Does your library include children’s favourite authors, books, and series, or is the 

collection limited to what you have on hand and your own preferences? 

 

 Most of all, is the library a place children love to go to seek and find wonderful 

reading materials, or is it a rarely used appendage in your classroom? 

 

8.4 Conclusion 

The evaluation may be done once year, if necessary twice. Based on the results of the 

evaluation report, the parameters can be modified.  The Classroom Librarian will get a clear 

idea of the areas lacking, and he/she may approach the Central librarian for further assistance.  
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8.5 Activity 
 1. Prepare a chart of promotion of your classroom library. 

      2. Prepare an evaluation tool to evaluate your classroom library. 
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Module -IX 

Activities in the classroom library 

9.0 Learning Objectives 

After going through this module, you will be able to understand  

 the different types of activities that can be conducted in the classroom library  

 Different collaborative activities can be carried out for lifelong reading process 

9.1 Introduction 

A live School Library is the one which buzzes with engaged children. This energy 

created through a number of child-centric activities keeps the library a fun filled learning 

space. Classroom Library (CL), as an independent entity or as an extension of the school 

library, is expected to radiate the same vigour through various customised activities. These 

activities may be carried out in a classroom library set-up, keeping in mind the provision of 

limited resources, time and space.  

The basic objectives of organizing activities in a classroom library are, (i) to kindle the 

interest of children towards books and reading and (ii) to make them lifelong readers and 

effective users of information by developing required skills. 

Activities in the Classroom Library can be of two modes. They are, 

i. Activities in the classroom, conducted inside the classroom under the guidance of the 

Classroom Library Teacher in-charge; 

ii. Collaborative Activities, conducted in collaboration with the main school library or 

with any other department(s) in the school. 

9.2 Activities in the Classroom 

The library activities conducted inside a classroom as part of the Classroom Library 

system always depend on the level in which the students are studying. The activities 

compiled from different sources and listed in the following table are therefore marked with 

suggested learning levels. The Teacher in-charge may freely select, modify, plan and conduct 

the activity after assessing the interest of students and availability of resources. It is a good 

practise to discuss with students when plan an activity. Periodical evaluation shall also be 
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carried out through assessing the feedbacks collected from children through observation, 

interview and short surveys.  

 

S.No. Activity Description Suggested level 

1-5 6-8 9-10 

1.  Mystery Bag Uses paper bags to conceal book covers.  

Students get a 'mystery' book that they can't 

look at before checking it out.  After reading it 

they report back to the Teacher on how they 

liked the book.  Kids will love the anticipation 

of getting something unknown to read. 

√ √ √ 

2.  Whisper a story One student passes a very short story along by 

whispering it to the next person. The last person 

in line announces it, and everyone can realize 

how the story changes along the way. 

√ √  

3.  Popcorn Stories Popcorn stories are little stories that one tells 

using whatever pops into his/her mind. If the 

story stalls while  you are playing, try 

transitions and connectors to keep it afloat (And 

so…,because…, next…, etc) 

√ √  

4.  Story weaving Weave a story. Thread of the story may be 

given or only the first line. Students in groups 

can complete the story. The completed story 

will be presented at the end. 

√ √  

5.  Versioning a story Working on a story and changing its content, 

climax and create a new version. 

√ √  

6.  Draw a scene Think of an important scene and draw it the 

way you see it. Place the characters in the scene 

too and then figure out where you were in 

√ √ √ 
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relation to the characters when you read the 

book.  

7.  Read Aloud Let students to read aloud a story or some 

paragraphs from a book when others listen. Ask 

simple but interesting questions based on the 

presentation. 

√ √  

8.  Favourite Book Vote Students vote for their favourite book.  √ √ 

9.  Present a Book 

Review 

Students will present their short book reviews 

from their library notebooks/ reading journal. 

Let others to ask questions based on it. 

√ √ √ 

10.  Book Talk Start a discussion on a book / series of books 

with a group of students. Exchange views and 

comments. The talk will be about, ( i) The title 

of the book (part/series) ii) author (other books) 

(iii) illustrator (iv) kind of book/story 

(adventure, mystery, fantasy, etc) (v) a brief 

outline of the story (not a narration) (vi) style of 

writing (descriptive, conversational, first 

person, etc)(vii) main characters, if any 

(viii)reading out one or two excepts (ix) 

suggested readership level and interest (x) 

personal response and why (xi) what made 

them borrow the book. Did anyone suggest it? 

(xii) any other interesting features they noticed.  

√ √ √ 

11.  Vote your Favourite 

character 

Have a vote for your favourite character. Give 

small pieces of papers to all and tell them to 

write the name of their favourite character. 

Declare the winner. 

√ √  

12.  Book talk videos Screening of book talk videos in the classroom. 

YouTube is a good source. 

√ √ √ 
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13.  Story Time  

(Story telling & Story 
reading) 

Story time isn't just for little kids, although it's 

an excellent way to engage young students and 

introduce them to the pleasures of reading. For 

older students who can already read, consider 

making story time an "open mic" event. Have 

story hour once a month and have students sign 

up for five- or 10-minute slots in which they 

can tell or read an original story to younger 

students.  For older students, read out a 

continuing story or a novel each week. 

√ √ √ 

14.  Spooky Story time Halloween themed/scary/ghost stories, songs, 

dancing and a craft.  Be sure to wear a costume! 

√ √  

15.  Book Auction One set of children extols the virtues of the 

book they have read and enjoyed, to a younger 

group or to a set of their own class. They do this 

in the style of an auctioneer. No money 

transaction involved. 

 √ √ 

16.  Book Bag Two or three books in a bag are send to home 

for reading weekly/monthly. A letter that goes 

out with the first book bag that explains why 

the teacher is sending home the bags and how 

the parents can send their comments.  

√ √ √ 

17.  Reading Grandma 
and Grandpa 

Invite grandparents to the class and let the 

children listen them telling stories or 

experiences. 

√ √  

18.  Letter to your 
favourite author 

Let students to write short letters to their 

favourite authors. Best letters may be selected 

and send to the author if appropriate. Many 

authors like to reply to children. 

√ √ √ 

19.  Illustrations from Students will make illustrations for a selected √ √ √ 
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story books story. 

20.  Reading Passport Record the details of books read and those were 

published from different countries 

(translations/folktales,etc) in a small notepad. 

 √ √ 

21.  Fairy-Tale Hours Teacher or senior students will read fairy tales 

to children. 

√ √  

22.  Paint a story Read and paint a story using imagination. √ √ √ 

23.  Quiz Time Questions may be prepared on books, authors, 

events, etc. Oral, written or visual rounds may 

be conducted. 

√ √ √ 

24.  Book talks by other 
pupils 

Senior students are invited to the class to give 

book talks. 

√ √  

25.  News and Views This activity helps students to understand and 

analyse a news story from different viewpoints. 

Same news item covered by different 

newspapers will be read aloud and discussed. 

 √ √ 

26.  Headline Grabber Headlines from the newspaper will be collected 

and studied for their grammar, presentation and 

viewpoints. 

 √ √ 

27.  Words of the Day Students will find difficult/new words from the 

newspaper. The meaning of the words will be 

written from the dictionary/thesaurus. 

√ √ √ 

28.  Word Jar Students write words from the book in a paper 

strip and placed in a jar.  Then pull out a word 

and talk about it. Let them guess the meaning.  

Use a dictionary to verify.  

√ √  

29.  Journal Talk Like book talk, a journal/periodical in the 

library can be read and reviewed. Tell the 

 √ √ 
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students to collect information from 5-10 

journals (name, publisher, place, theme, cost, 

frequency, language, style of writing, 

readership) and present it. 

30.  Find the Meaning Pocket dictionaries to find the meaning of given 

words quickly. 

√ √ √ 

31.  Go places Groups of students are given with atlases. Ask 

them to select any place in the world they have 

heard about and would like to visit. They can be 

taught to go to the index, locate page number 

and coordinates. Let them to use left hand for 

‘latitude’ and right hand for ‘longitude’ and 

make the fingers meet when they find the place. 

Supplement the activity with wall maps and 

globes. 

√ √ √ 

32.  Library Book Parade Good books from a classroom library are 

displayed for some days outside the classroom 

to be seen and read by other students.  

 √ √ 

33.  Design a Book Jacket Competition to design a jacket/dust cover for a 

selected book is conducted. 

√ √ √ 

34.  Design a Bookmark Competition to design bookmark based on a 

selected theme is conducted. Best bookmarks 

shall be awarded. 

√ √ √ 

35.  Design a Poster Poster designing based on themes/topics 

selected from books 

√ √ √ 

36.  Interview a Reader A good reader will be on the ‘hot seat’. Let 

others ask questions on anything related to 

his/her reading. 

 √ √ 

37.  Sight word Games Sight words are high-frequency words common √ √  
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in most text, words like the, and, they, or she. 

Knowing these words at a glance makes reading 

easier. Easy games may be devised. 

38.  Photo stories Collect and arrange photos in a sequence to 

create a story. 

√ √  

39.  Digistories A digistory is a short video that is comprised of 

photographs, text, music, sound and possibly 

some video clips.  Topic varies like Biography, 

video diary, fact, fiction, advert, educational 

video, holiday presentation etc. Can be used in 

almost all subjects and made using a 

tablet/mobile. 

√ √ √ 

40.  Book Tasting The covers of the books have been masked so 

that pupils do not know which book they will 

be tasting. The selected books are examined in 

groups of 4–5 pupils. Each group has the same 

books. The idea is that pupils read each book 

for two minutes and give a short presentation at 

the end. 

√ √ √ 

41.  Word cards Look through your book. Choose four words 

that you do not know. Write one word on each 

card. Write a sentence using each word. Cut out 

the cards. Write your name on the back of the 

cards. Share your words with a partner. 

√ √  

42.  Picture Mural In the middle of the Picture Mural sheet, write 

the topic of your book. Look through magazines 

for pictures that relate to the topic of your book. 

Cut out four pictures that relate to the topic. (If 

you can't find pictures in a magazine, draw four 

pictures instead.) Glue one picture in each box. 

√ √  
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On the line, write a label for each picture. 

43.  Create a New Page Think of an idea for a new page that you could 

add to your book. Draw a picture of the new 

page. Write a few sentences about what is 

happening in the picture. Try to write in the 

style of the author. 

√ √ √ 

44.  Story Sequence On one index card, write the title and author. 

Choose four key events from your book. On 

each of the remaining index cards, draw a 

picture of one event. Write a label for each 

picture. Arrange the cards in the order the 

events happened. (Put the title card at the top 

and the first event card directly below it). Glue 

or tape the index cards onto the paper strip. Use 

the story sequence cards to help retell the story 

to another student. 

√ √  

45.  Opposites Look in your book for four words that are 

opposites (Examples: up and down, large and 

small). Write each word in a box. Draw a 

picture to show what each word means. Share 

your opposites with another student. 

√ √  

46.  Likes/Dislikes Write two things in your book that you like. 

Draw a picture of each. Write two things in 

your book that you dislike. Draw a picture of 

each. Share your sheet with another student. 

√ √  

47.  Advertise-a-Book 
Poster 

Think about what pictures and words you could 

put on a poster to advertise your book. Draw a 

sketch of your poster on scrap paper. (Make 

sure not to tell the ending of the book.) Include 

the following on your poster: book title, author, 

a sentence or two that would make others want 

√ √  
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to read the Book, three pictures that show 

interesting parts of the book. Draw your poster 

on construction paper. Share your poster with 

another student. Ask the student what parts of 

the poster make the book seem interesting. 

48.  Book Trailers Screening/making of book trailers (like film 

trailers). Book trailers made by publishers, 

libraries and pupils are available on web for 

many books. 

√ √ √ 

49.  G. K. Hunt Students will find prospective General 

Knowledge bits from the newspaper of the day. 

They shall be divided into groups and each 

group will scan one newspaper. 

√ √ √ 

50.  Reader Badges Big Reader, Master Reader, Super Reader, 

Mega Reader, Hyper Reader, Top Reader 

(based on the number of books read) 

√ √ √ 

51.  Cell Phone for your 
Book Character  

Create a cell phone for that person (character) 

with information about their contacts, text 

message conversations, missed calls, and 

applications. 

 √ √ 

52.  Story Questions Think of three questions about your book. Write 

one question on each of the index cards. On the 

other side of the index cards, write the answers. 

Write your initials in the corner of each card. 

Share your questions with another student who 

has read the same book. Ask the student to 

answer the questions. 

√ √  

53.  New Ending Think of a different ending for your book and 

write it down. Draw a picture to illustrate your 

ending. Share your ending with another student 

 √ √ 
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who has read the same book. 

54.  Scrap book Think about all the kinds of mementos you 

would put in a scrap book if you had one. Then 

create a scrap book for your character, cutting 

out pictures from magazines or drawing the 

mementos he or she would have in a scrap 

book. 

√ √  

55.  Create a childhood 
for a character 

If your main character is an adult, try to figure 

out what he or she would have been like as a 

child. Write the story of his or her childhood in 

such a way that shows why he or she is the way 

he or she is in the novel. 

√ √  

56.  E-mail directory Create the e-mail directory of all the people you 

can imagine your character keeping in touch 

with on e-mail. 

Explain why you selected the people you did 

and what it shows about your character. Then 

construct several exchanges between your 

character and some of the people in your 

character’s directory. 

 √ √ 

57.  Word collage Write the title of the book in the centre of a 

sheet of paper. Then look through magazines 

for words, phrases, and sentences that illustrate 

or tell something about your book. As you look, 

think in terms of the theme, setting, plot line, as 

well as characters. Work to get fifty such 

words, phrases, or sentences so the whole sheet 

of paper will be covered. The visual impact of 

the collage should tell a potential reader a lot 

about the book. 

√ √  
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58.  Event Timeline Think about the important events that take place 

in your book. Write these events in the order 

they happen. Start at the top of the page. Along 

the left side of the page, write when these 

events happened. For example, what time of 

day or season was it? If you are not sure, label 

the left side beginning, middle, and ending. If 

you have space, add some small pictures to 

illustrate the events on the timeline. 

√ √  

59.  Book News Imagine that you are a news reporter. Write a 

short article about the exciting part of your 

book. In your article, answer these questions: 

Who? What? Where? When? &Why? Give 

your article a title. 

√ √  

60.  Glad Book Sad Book Glad Book Sad Book teaches children how to 

treat library materials and reinforces how to 

properly care for books and how to behave in a 

library. Tape happy and sad faces to a cube the 

children will roll. Have the children take turns 

rolling the cube. If a student rolls a happy face, 

she should provide one example of a way to 

care for a library book or one way that a person 

should behave in the library. If the student rolls 

a sad face, he should give an example of a way 

to mistreat a library book or a way a person 

might behave poorly in a library. Create a game 

board with a finish line and advance each 

team’s token with every example of happy or 

sad books they provide, or just play until the 

time allowed has elapsed or students are out of 

examples. 

√ √  
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61.  Readers’ Theatre 

 

This activity can help students become more 

excited about material in classic works of 

literature that are found in the library. Select 

several groups of students in a class to put on a 

presentation of a scene or two from a work of 

fiction. The presentation can be funny, serious 

or a mix of both. Try to encourage students who 

would not normally participate by making it a 

competition of some kind with a big prize. The 

students do not have to memorize lines, they 

simply can sit in their chairs and read the book, 

but they can use their voices to make the 

material fun and interesting. This can encourage 

those watching the presentation to read more 

after seeing the words come to life. Either way, 

more students read as a result of the activity. 

 √ √ 

62.  Book Buffet The activity gives students an opportunity to 

read genres that they never would have picked 

up by themselves. Place a different book on 

each desk in a classroom. Tell students that they 

will be reading the book for 5 to 8 minutes and 

then you will tell them to switch with someone 

else. These books should be of a great variety 

with many different types represented. At the 

end of the class, students should have switched 

5 to 10 times. Ask them if there are any books 

they started that they would continue to read if 

they had the chance. If so, make sure those 

students get a copy of the books they enjoyed. 

√ √ √ 

63.  Create a 

Bibliography 

Give a topic and let them to search the library 

database and shelves. 

 √ √ 
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64.  Preparing Article 

Index 

Tell them first how to index an article. 

Periodicals/journals/newspapers are given to 

students find articles and index them. 

 √ √ 

65.  Reading to teddy 

(stuffed animals) 

When parents read to their children, it is a 

passive form of reading for the child. But when 

children read to their stuffed animals, it is a 

more spontaneous, self-directed form of 

reading, helping them develop into more active 

readers. 

√ √  

66.  Reader of the Week A student is selected as the Reader of the Week. 

His/her photograph will be displayed on the 

Bulletin Board. 

√ √ √ 

67.  Turn book reviews 

into videos 

Texts are written based on a familiar book and 

turned into a script. They are edited to make 

them suitable for recording. Tablets can be used 

to record and edit the videos. 

 √ √ 

68.  Publishing 
stories/poems/articles/ 

paintings  in the local 
newspaper/magazine 

Selected creations by students may be sent to 

local newspapers and magazines for publishing.  

√ √ √ 

69.  Non-fiction Book 

Projects 

Pupils create a nonfiction book that discusses 

the topics taught during the School year. 

Primary children can perform this activity if 

information cards are used. 

 √ √ 

70.  Virtual Author visits Pupils interview authors during are mote 

question hour or via Skype. 

 √ √ 

71.  Media Talks Pupils present interesting media content to other 

pupils and critically evaluate it. Some of the 

presentations are video recorded. 

 √ √ 
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72.  Photo report/essay Photos on a topic is collected and pasted.  √ √ 

73.  Game to Story Games can be used to softly encourage children 

to illustrate, read, write and express themselves 

orally. Tell them to write a mini story using the 

game characters. 

√ √  

74.  Reading in pairs Reading with peers encourages and supports 

reluctant readers to become good readers. 

√ √ √ 

75.  Photos or magazine 

pictures 

Find two or three photos or magazine pictures 

that would have special significance to your 

character. 

Mount them on a sheet of paper and write an 

explanation of why they would be important to 

your character. 

√ √  

76.  WallMagazine Anything related to children’s creativity can be 

displayed. Poems, stories, articles, reviews, 

illustrations, etc. 

√ √ √ 

77.  Book Board Maintained by the children, with their own 

book reviews, illustrations of characters, 

suggestions, comments, quotes from the book, 

clippings from newspaper, magazines, etc. 

√ √ √ 

78.  Book Award Think about what kind of award you want to 

give your book. Here are some examples: 

• best characters 

• best story 

• best illustrations 

• best ending 

• best descriptions 

√ √  
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At the top, write the kind of award you are 

giving the book. Write why the book deserves 

the award and draw a picture. 

79.  Assembly 

programmes 

Book reviews, one-act plays, skit, quiz, mime, 

enacting scenes from a book, etc., presented in 

the morning assembly. 

√ √ √ 

80.  Classroom Library 

Report 

A monthly/quarterly report on the functioning 

of the Classroom Library is prepared and 

presented in the assembly. Details of activities 

conducted, new books added, competitions, best 

readers, etc. are included in the report. 

√ √ √ 

 

9.3 Collaborative Activities  

S. No. Activity Description 

1.  Meeting of Classroom 
Library in-charges 

&Leaders 

Monthly/Quarterly meeting of Classroom Library 

Committee shall be convened to plan, execute, 

report and evaluate the activities.  

2.  Visit to the School Library Take children to the main school library. Let them 

know about the resources and services. 

3.  Local Library visit Visit to the local public/academic library. Ask 

students to write a report about the visit. 

4.  Open Library Day Organize an Open Day for all classroom libraries 

and invite parents and other members of the local 

community. Have students showcase their library 

in many ways. Invite suggestions from the 

visitors. 

5.  Book Donation Drive Announce a book donation drive for the library. 

Let parents come forward. 
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6.  ‘Caught Reading’ Candid photographs of children reading books in 

the classroom and from around the school are 

taken and displayed.  

7.  Author visit Invite children’s authors/illustrators to the school. 

Let them interact with students. 

8.  Story Tellers Invite professional story tellers. Class-wise 

sessions can be planned. 

9.  Readers’ Club Form a club of readers by selecting 

representatives from each class. Elect President 

and Secretary and plan activities. Children like to 

become office bearers. 

10.  Exhibitions/Displays On special days/events/themes by selecting 

related books from classroom libraries. (Gandhi 

Jayanti, Independence Day, Environment Day, 

Women’s Day,etc.) 

11.  Book Fair Invite publisher /book sellers to organize a 2/3 

Day book fair. Books for the library can also be 

selected from the Fair. Some competitions can 

also be conducted in connection with the event. 

12.  Classroom Library Blog A blog with pages of each classroom library. 

Details of books available, new additions, 

activities, reports and creative contributions by 

students and teachers may publish. Will act as a 

classroom library e-magazine also. 

13.  Best Classroom Library of 

the Year Award 

A committee evaluates the functioning of all class 

room libraries and the best library is awarded. 

14.  Reading Workshop Students who need help mastering reading- or 

writing-related skills could find a workshop 

helpful. Workshop will be on skills such as 
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creative writing, reading comprehension, 

standardized test-taking or speed-reading. For 

younger students, offer help with writing in 

cursive, forming letters or reading aloud. Ask 

older, high-achieving students to lead the 

workshops. Provide the workshops free of charge 

and serve light refreshments. 

15.  National Reading Day / 

Reading Month (June 19) 

Administering Reading day pledge in the 

assembly. Remembering Shri P. N. Panicker and 

Library movement. Month-long activities. 

16.  National Library Week 

(Nov. 14-21) 

A weeklong celebration of books & reading. A 

number of inter-classroom library competitions 

and activities can be conducted. Inaugural and 

valedictory programmes will be colourful events.  

17.  World Book Day (April 

23) 

Shakespeare’s birthday. Programmes showcase 

world literature can be organized.  

18.  Visit a writer at his/her 
home 

Take students to an author’s residence. Know 

about his/her contributions. Interact. Acquire prior 

appointment. 

19.  Reading Nooks Keep used children’s magazines and copies of 

newspapers at different corners of the school 

where children gather during recess/free time 

(park, lobby, play-ground). 

20.  Drop Everything And 

Read (D.E.A.R.) 

A whole school mass reading campaign when 

everyone in the campus read together during a pre 

announced period/hour, leaving everything aside. 

Curriculum based books are excluded. 

21.  Theme Weeks To encourage students to read books on all 

different subjects, feature a different theme each 

week or month. Base activities for that month on 
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the theme you select. Set up a story time to read 

your favourite children’s book on that subject 

aloud to help interest even the youngest library 

patrons. 

22.  Screen a Film of the book A film version of the book can be screened on a 

day or in instalments (Harry Potter, Metilda, 

Jungle Book, Malgudi Days, etc). Class-wise 

selection and screening. 

23.  Visit to Book Stores and 

Book Fairs 

To understand the book selection process. Group 

of 25-30 students. Allow to browse for 45 

minutes. Make them calculate the cost of books. 

The experience can be shared as an assembly 

presentation. 

24.  Student/book Exchange 
programmes between 

classroom libraries 

Interested students may be allowed to visit other 

classroom libraries. Books can be 

shared/exchanged among the libraries. 

25.  Reading Challenges Reading challenge programmes with many 

components may be planned (Example: Face a 

Book Challenge) 

 

The Teacher-in-charge may record all the activities conducted in his/her diary and or 

in the classroom library journal. The details such as the name of the activity, date of conduct, 

number of students participated, and the result obtained are recorded. The activities shall be 

monitored by the Head Master or Principal. 

Note: Compiled and devised from ideas collected from different sources.  
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MODULE X 
Strengthening the classroom library 

10.0 Learning Objectives 

An empowered Class Room Library (CRL) is a connector to the school library. A 

proactive teacher in-charge of a classroom library is a mentor who enables the students to go 

beyond the curricular needs and develop curiosity and high order thinking skills to excel in 

all arena of their educational journey. So to develop an empowered classroom library, one 

needs to identify the best practices in all spheres of classroom library and examine certain 

case studies which are relatively successful in different types of schools. At the same time, it 

also gives an opportunity to develop best practices which are unique to our libraries and user 

community and develop cases to prove that our classroom library is an empowered one.  This 

module introduces you to the best practices for setting and handling a classroom library. 

After reading this unit, you will study and able to: 

 Identify the best practices in effective management of classroom libraries 

 Develop case studies on successful classroom libraries increasing student 

achievement 

 Overcome challenges that are faced while building and managing classroom 

libraries 

 Design strategies to strengthen classroom libraries along with core 

responsibilities  

10.1 Introduction 

Books are the major stepping stones leading to all forms of knowledge, especially in 

schools. Apart from the textbooks, other kinds of books may be made available to the 

students in formal environment like the school library and also in the informal environment 

like the classroom library. The teachers and other educators like the librarians take the 

responsibility of connecting the students to the books through various formal and non-formal 

means. Apart from school libraries which are a must for every school in the 21st century, 

there are many schools who have embarked on the concept of classroom libraries to impart 

reading as an essential skill. Identifying the right books and designing the right activities in 

these classroom libraries ensures that students use books to shape their personalities and 

make better career choices. At every step, the teachers need to have some kind precedence to 
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build right collection of reading resources. This to a great extend is possible as there are 

number of best practices that are easily available in every aspect of managing the classroom 

library initiative. Be it on how to identify the right resources or the anxiety as to how to 

manage the time or plan the activities, there are ample examples or tried and tested methods 

and practices which can be adopted and customized to suit our student community. Along 

with some schools and teachers sharing their best practices, we have some case studies that 

tell us the success stories of certain schools, the way how some teachers overcame the 

challenges that they faced to manage classroom libraries and how certain activities helped in 

creating an environment of learning and achieving.  

 

10.2 Best Practices 

Steven Bell has opined that “Observing the best practices of libraries that are creating 

passionate users who return again and again may help. It must begin by taking the slower, 

more thoughtful path of studying the work practices of users and understanding a great 

library user experience from their perspective” (Bell, 2008). A Best Practice according to the 

author in the context of the school library can be “a unique, innovative strategy or a tip; a 

planned, detailed process or a project that helps to promote library collection, services or 

create a positive impact on the students’ personality and increase the library’s contribution to 

the achievement of the mission of the school” (Kumbar, 2007). On the same lines, a best 

practice in the context of classroom library can be “an exclusive technique or tool when 

planned and executed, enables better understanding and thereby advocate the classroom 

library initiative to help students to reach their potential both in scholastic and co-scholastic 

arenas.” 

Some of the best practices are identified and grouped under various facets. But they are not 

restricted to these facets only. Every teacher can build on these and develop her own cache of 

practices along with required evidences. The same are discussed below: 

 

 Building Balanced Collection for CRL 

Collection is an important aspect as far as classroom library success is concerned. The 

classroom library collection should cater to the needs and requirements of gifted learners, 

average learners and slow learners. There should be a right combination of fiction and 

nonfictions books of various levels.  

The main objectives of building a balanced collection are: 
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o Cater to the curiosity and information needs of all kinds of students in the classroom 

o Affirm the scholastic and co-scholastic learning of the students 

o Ensure that the collection includes diversity and is socially inclusive 

The process of building a balanced collection begins with the clarity in the guidelines of 

the school regarding its classroom library purpose. Second consideration is the availability of 

funds. Thirdly building collection should be a collaborative activity in which teachers, 

students and librarians should be involved. The purchasing of the books should be phase wise 

and category based. The offshoot of collecting building should always be new literacy 

activities that can be planned for the students. The last aspect that needs to be considered it 

the evaluation of the collection regularly. During the academic session students may rise 

interesting questions regarding the presence of absence of books, the themes contained in 

them or the illustrations. Based on the students’ feedback, one can relook at the existing 

collection and realign the collection to accommodate the students’ viewpoints.  

The success parameters of this best practice is all the stakeholders in the education process are 

involved and aware of the learning resources, the joy of being involved in the learning 

activities and the challenges faced. Another important parameter is the ability of the teachers 

to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their collection. The ability of the teacher to design 

activities to optimize the use of every reading material is essentially another success 

parameter. Some basic requirements for implementing this practice is proactiveness on the 

part of the school management and fundamental skills of the teachers along with minimum 

funds and access to worthy publications. 

 

 Basic Facilities for CRL 

The classroom library concept is a parallel learning/ personal development programme for 

the students along with the regular curricular classes. So just as the classes consist of basic 

furniture like benches, desks, tables, teaching aids like black/green/white board, chalks, 

markers, dusters, etc. the classroom library may need book shelves, informal seating facility, 

display racks, tables and chairs. It is not necessary that these should be designer stuff but can 

be creative and made of unused/broken furniture, cartons, shoes boxes, etc. The main 

objectives of this practice are: 

o Drawing students’ attention to the co-scholastic activity by changing their seating 

arrangement 
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o Persuading students to be less formal in seating, accessing and think beyond academics 

and performance 

o Ensuring that students can access most of the resources by themselves without any 

adult intervention   

Most schools who introduce classroom library concepts in their classrooms ensure that the 

basic infrastructure like the shelves, display racks, informal seating arrangement like rugs, 

low seating, etc are provided. In the absence of such provisions, teachers can design their 

own shelves using cartons, shoe boxes, etc. The Internet is full of innovative ideas as far as 

make it yourself kind of items are concerned. The teachers and students together can 

innovatively shift the benches and desks to create an informal reading area just before the 

reading session begins and rearrange the benches to their original positions after the session.  

The success parameters of this best practice is the teacher’s creativeness in all activities 

carried out by her and the students adjusting and accommodating nature when situation 

demands. The only requirement for implementing this practice is availability of cartons, 

boxes, old furniture and skilled help of the carpenter or art teacher. 

 Relevant Literacy/Information Activities 

Once the basic collection is made available and the bare minimum infrastructure is 

provided then the teacher needs to plan for the relevant literacy or information activities for 

every library session conducted with the students.  

The main objectives of this practice are: 

o Encourage the students to relate the reading activity to some kind of literacy outcome 

o To optimize the use of any reading material used by the students by designing unique 

activities on the particular material 

o Help students associate general reading with academic reading and integrate the 

concepts of curriculum to the real world 

Some of the success parameters of this practice would be the curricular integration that 

teachers do with supportive literature or peripheral literature meaning all resources which are 

directly or indirectly connected to the curriculum. Students learn to use the reading material 

to the optimum which increases their self-learning skills which is can be considered as a 

success parameter. The basic requirements here would be the teachers’ out of the box 

thinking which helps in designing innovative activities.  
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 Tactful Time Management of CRL sessions 

Managing a classroom library along with teaching responsibilities requires skilful 

management techniques on many fronts by the teacher. Of them, managing the time to 

complete all the activities planned in a session of classroom library is crucial. The main 

objectives of this practice are: 

o Scheduling the reading and relating literacy sessions according to the time slot allotted 

o Ensuring that every student gets equal time to access the reading resources in the 

allotted slot 

o Completion of scheduled literacy activity by the students in the time allotted to CRL 

session 

The in-charge teacher of classroom library needs to plan her sessions well in advance and 

meticulously so that time is saved during the conducting of the sessions. The lesson plan for 

the genre that she would be introducing, the book she would be reading, the questions she 

would be raising, the curriculum integration that needs to be done and the literacy activity that 

will be conducted has to be ready either day wise, week wise or month wise. The required 

rubric, the stationery, props if a role play is planned has to be kept handy. If for some reason, 

the session gets postponed or needs to be preponed then the teacher has to be ready with the 

material or needs to come up with an alternative plan. In this way the time can be managed 

effectively, and the set goal can be achieved.  

The success parameters of this practice are numerous genre that students are aware of in 

an academic year, the number of books that students read in the stipulated time and the 

literacy skills that they display in various curricular and co-curricular events of the school. 

The basic requirements for implementing this practice is the rubrics and number of copies of 

the books belonging to same genre so that students do not waste time in identifying the books 

of a particular genre. 

 Student engagement 

Every student is an important component of the class and contributes in his or her own 

way to the teaching learning process. The challenge is how does the teacher recognize the 

contribution? What can be termed as a value addition? The crucial role here is of the teacher 

whose efficiency lies in managing all the students of the class is such a way that every student 

feels that he or she is important and special and has his or her own contributions to make. The 

major objectives of this best practice would be: 
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o Assist every student in his or her quest of the right book at the right time and in the 

right way. 

o Identify the reading resources most sought after by the students and the activities most 

enjoyed by them. 

o Engage each student meaningfully with the reading resource of his or her choice. 

The whole idea of having a library in the classroom is engage the students in a way that 

will help them develop skills that may help them realize their potential and increase their 

scholastic and co-scholastic achievements. So first and foremost, the teacher in-charge of 

classroom library should develop individual profiles of the students in the class by collecting 

information and getting inputs regarding their background, their interests, their strengths, 

their weaknesses and their reading habits. Accordingly, the books should be chosen for 

reading and the students should be involved in more than one way in the reading sessions. 

Even after the reading and the interactions, the students should be engaged in the same genre 

in one way or the other. Say, enacting a scene of the story or sketching the character profile 

of the main character of the story or creating a prelude to another story of the same genre. 

The success parameter of this practice students being engaged in books beyond pictures and 

words and involved in assessing and evaluating the content. As the students will have done 

the exercise of engaging in constructive discussions and deliberations in their classroom 

library sessions. The requirement is the rubric for developing the student profile and a set of 

strategies to engage the students beyond the pictures and words.  

 

 Activities Leading to Literacy and Learning 

Bringing together students and the reading resources through classroom library sessions 

will see further results if the literacy activities have learning outcomes that are reflected in the 

students’ academic achievements. So, the basic objectives of this practice are: 

o Planning of literacy activities that lead them to learning slanted towards academics. 

o Activities planned with CRL sessions succeed in developing the essential soft skills in 

students 

o Most students of the class will be able to carry out most of the activities accompanying 

the CRL sessions 

Teachers in-charge should regularly choose resources to share which can be used to design a 

literacy activity after the reading session. The activity identified to accompany the reading has 

to develop some soft skill or hard skill and should be such that most of the students of the 
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class can participate in the activity. It can be a book report, or a character sketch, or an 

enactment of a scene or talk show. The enthusiasm of the students should act as the feedback 

to the teacher in terms of choosing the next resource or for planning the next academic year. It 

would be more educative if it is collaboratively done with other teachers say language 

teachers or subject teachers.  

The success parameter of this practice is the confidence with which students perform 

in various scholastic and co-scholastic activities.  

The requirement for this best practice is a range of books both fictional and non-fictional and 

well-planned rubrics and in some activities, the stationery or props that may be needed for the 

role play or enacting.  

 Documentation of Processes and Techniques 

Every process results in, a positive outcome or a negative outcome. So, it’s important that 

the processes while setting up of a classroom library are well documented for future upgrading 

or repurposing. Similarly, the guidelines adopted while choosing the books or other reading 

material should be a written policy as it would help the new teacher who becomes in-charge of 

the classroom library next or refocusing on resources is to be done.  Even the activities that 

are planned and carried out need to be documented systematically to provide evidence of 

imbibing a new skill like problem solving or simply improving their vocabulary. Thus, the 

important objectives to carry out this practice are: 

o To examine the process of setting up the classroom library and recording the 

challenges and successes for further study 

o To schedule reading sessions and literacy activities and document the same with all the 

details. 

o Consider positive and negative reaction of the students to the choice of resources and 

evaluate reasons for varied reactions and document for further reference. 

The dynamics of this practice is to simply make note of every small thing observed, planned, 

implemented and managed. So, every teacher just as she maintains every child’s profile, its 

essential that she keeps a diary and record the process of setting up her classroom library and 

the joy she had in setting up, the challenges she faced in setting up the library and how and 

who helped her face the challenges. The activities carried out in every reading session need to 

be recording meticulously with observations about the reactions of the students.  

The success parameters of this practice are the fall back that teachers may need at times of 

discussions and deliberations at the end of the year. The documentation would be an 
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important part of the teacher’s teaching career and also for tracing the student’s achievement 

footprint.  Even the documentation will help in publishing of the teacher’s observations, 

strategies and techniques in handling various students with varied Intelligence Quotient and 

Emotional Quotient, in various journals, magazines or as research studies in workshops, 

seminars or conferences. The essential requirement of this practice would be good language 

skills of the teacher in-charge of the classroom library and the format of maintaining it. 

Whether the teacher will maintain a print journal or an online folder is left to the schools to 

decide and share with the teachers. 

These best practices can be best understood with the help of practical examples which 

will be discussed in the form of case studies in the next section.  

 

10.3 Case studies 

Case study as the term itself suggests is the study of a case which can be an example 

of a process, system, event, an issue or a problem. In context of classroom libraries, they can 

be learning lessons of teachers, experience sharing of school librarians as extension activities, 

non-government organization activities or success stories of focused projects as Corporate 

Social Responsibility initiative of corporates or business houses. In this module, we will look 

into the Akshara Foundation innovation namely The Classroom Library (TCL), a firsthand 

experience sharing of an author who has set up classroom libraries in schools and snippets of 

various aspects of classroom libraries as shared in the highly acclaimed book by Douglas 

Ray Reutzel ‘Your Classroom Library: New Ways to Give it More Teaching Power'. 

Case Study #1: (The Classroom Library - TCL) 
 

  
             TCL Kit       Foldable Book Cases 
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It is an initiative of Akshara Foundation to build the essential, cornerstone tool of 

reading in children by providing them with a library in their classroom. It is based on the 

belief that easy access to good content can help children and bring the joy of reading to them. 

The library supports the curriculum in interesting and fun-filled ways and works as an 

incentive to learning. 

 

The Classroom Library (TCL) is a collection of best practices namely: 

- Selecting age-appropriate, graded books in multiple Indian languages and English; 

- Setting up the necessary infrastructure in the child’s classroom; 

- Training teachers to use the content imaginatively; 

- Measuring the reading habits at the classroom level; and 

- Collaborating with government to work on change from within the system. 

The foundation provides a TCL kit to each classroom containing foldable book cases. 

Each case can hold around 120 books; age appropriate, graded books in multiple Indian 

languages including English, and histogram charts. The books range over many genres, 

drawn from a cross-section of reputed publishers. There are concepts in these books that the 

trained teacher can link to what is taught in the classroom. The books provide wide 

perspective which otherwise the government school children may not have. They use a 

histogram in which the number of books a student borrows per month is recorded daily and 

each time a student borrows a book, the teacher marks it against the level of the book 

borrowed. Teachers are trained in the usage of the kit and the histogram and on how to 

manage simple and effective processes. 

This initiative’s outcome is encouraging specially in inculcating reading habits in 

students coming from economically challenged backgrounds. Also, the mechanism of 

carrying out the classroom activities is simple and one can easily adopt it for their own 

classrooms. The backing of a foundation and systematic research based approach to the 

concept of classroom library may be the important factors to consider in the case of TCL of 

Akshara Foundation.  

The next case that we will consider is of a teacher-librarian’s experience of setting up 

a classroom library with minimum resources and encouraging fellow teachers, involving 

them in the process and the result of it is the enthusiasm and the positivity of the students and 

teachers.  
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Case Study #2: (Experiences of a Teacher-Librarian) 

 

Innovative use of corners   Creative thinking to display books 

 

Cost Effective Display/Shelves  Solitary Reading  

I have worked on the classroom library concept. 

Now I am working with a Government high school. The school has a typical library. One 

separate room, with three locked cupboards.  There is no librarian; one of the teachers took 

in charge and maintaining the concern registers. There are all kind of books, stories, animal 

stories, subject related books, dictionaries, Maps, newspaper cuttings, old magazines, 

information books, history and agriculture, and general knowledge and technology books.  

They are only to relate and useful to high school students like 9th to 10th class and for 

teachers.  The library room is like a store room; all the broken furniture will be put in to the 
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library. There is no place for children to sit or even select a book on their own. The in-charge 

teacher has given responsibility to some children. They will handle the all kind of activities, 

like open the cupboards, lock them after teacher use the books, 10th class children only 

maintain the registers of issue of books and one other register to enter new books. The in-

charge teacher did the classification like subject wise. Like she put one number for story 

books, science books, social, general knowledge.  It didn’t have any proper arrangement. She 

has given that number to all the books divided to these categories. Children are using library 

for their project works. Library periods are two days a week. But most of the time children 

just play or gossip outside in those periods.   

Now I started work on this issue. Based on my experience if I need to develop their reading, 

writing and over all development I know the library is the best place and the books are the 

best tools. “The school library supports the student’s studies. Every library collection will 

have information that improves students’ understanding of the subjects they learn at school, 

and increase their knowledge of the world. As well as providing access to information, a 

school library allows students to develop the skills of searching for information on their own. 

This will help to develop a problem-solving and active approach to learning”. (Setting Up 

and Running a School Library-Nicola Baird) From this understanding I started working as a 

teacher –librarian. I have put my thoughts in to the action to develop a vibrant library in that 

school. Explained and involved all the teachers and children in to the library in a different 

manner.  I worked to create interest in children and the teachers in the library.  

First, I looked all the books in the library, what books are there and in what condition. Then I 

asked children about the library how much they are using, why they are not using, what are 

the problems. Then I did one meeting with all the teachers and explained them the important 

of library and the reading habit in children. How it will help to increase the literacy, and 

children understanding levels. Then I worked with the budget with my authority people and 

school HM and took permission to buy the books for children. I brought a good collection of 

books, open cupboards. Worked with the in-charge teacher with the classification and 

entered all the books with the help of children in the register. Then I displayed books and 

invited children and all the teachers to the book festival. This activity has changed the 

aptitude of teachers and children. They all become very curious, and trying to read all these 

books. Now the library is open all the time, the teacher is very much welcoming children and 

other teachers.  Nicola Baird’s book, “Setting up and running a School Library” gives 

guidance which I am happy to share most of the steps taken as same as in the book. The work 
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is not completed still, but it is the process has started in believing that it can happen. As Usha 

Mukunda rightly says in her paper, “Appearance, Ambience and Agreements in the library, 

“When the library is an inviting, bright and colourful space, has a collection that entices 

youngsters to read, and has a library educator who is actively engaging with the users and 

the resources in multiple ways, it is vibrant and alive”.  

But still the books were far to children, there is a gap between books and children. one thing 

was missing “the belongingness” the relation that a reader and a book has when the reading 

is happening when the reading is happening the enjoyment of one owns choice and enjoying 

the reading building the relation with the text, pictures thoughts and what else…for this 

thought the LEC course given me a shape for my thoughts and an idea of classroom library.  

So, I selected the classroom library and worked on it.  This is also to develop reading and 

writing skills in children and as we know it will help the overall development in the children.  

Now children have taken the responsibility of their own library and books. They are enjoying 

being with books. This will continue.  

This amazing experience proves that it’s neither the infrastructure nor the costly resources 

that matter but the will power and determination of a passionate teacher-librarian that can 

work wonders to develop this virtue called reading.  

Case Study # 3: Snippets from ‘Your Classroom Library: New Ways to Give it More 
Teaching Power' by Douglas Ray Reutzel 

The next case study is a set of snippets of beautiful experiences regarding teachers’ 

experiences regarding books – their way of conducting reading sessions in the class, the awe 

factor created by the teachers regarding the stories, the characters, etc., the strategies of 

introducing new books, the art of choosing books, etc.  

The first snippet is about a teacher’s way of conducting a reading session. The way she gets 

the students interested in the book and stimulates their thought process is very interesting. 

But the way she closes the session with a tiny but crucial bit of information is inspiring 

though.  
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Snippet 1 

 

The second snippet is the awesome technique of the teacher who opens the collection in 

stages to get the students interested and excited in the resources that will be shared gradually. 

The surprise element of what’s coming up next ensures that students are focused and keen to 

accept the new reading resource.  
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Snippet 2 

 
The next snippet highlights some interesting books suggested by Judy Freeman, a noted 

children’s literature consultant and the kind of activities that can be done using these books. 

Many books by Indian authors have the local context and flavour that young students can 

easily be engaged in a variety of literacy activities based on these books.  
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Snippet 3 

The fourth snippet gives an idea as to how to instruct young students to choose books. 

Displaying of instructions as how to identify the right book gives the direction and 

confidence to the students that they are alternative ways to choose a book. Students being 

indecisive at times are unable to make up their mind on what book they need at that point of 

time or what is more suitable for them. Teachers can explain the various ways of choosing in 

a convincing manner and assist them to choose a book.  
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Snippet 4 
The last snippet presents two contrasting experiences of teachers who earnestly want the 

students to pick up the reading skills. Two scenarios appear to be the same as far as the 

students and teachers are concerned but the approach of the teachers is different. The first 

teacher emphasized on a reading technique and moreover as a compulsion. While the second 

teacher checked the preferences of the students and added variety of resources like the 

newspapers and books written by the students. The multiple time slots created by the teacher 

encourages the students to pick up reading as a pleasure activity. The enthusiasm of the 

second teacher over the anxious nature of the first teacher worked as a catalyst in inculcating 

reading habit among children. Along with the reading activity the second teacher has 

introduced another scholastic activity of writing which engages the students and their use of 

new words, expressions and illustrations.  
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Snippet 5 

 
It is a world of opportunity for the proactive teacher and a bunch of enthusiastic students in 

this blended environment of print and digital media to enjoy reading and books. All that is 

required is the will power of the teachers to learn from experiences of peers around the world 

and develop their own practices for making the concept of classroom libraries more 

beneficial to the students. 

During this journey from learning from others and developing their own, teachers have to 

face quite a number of hurdles and issues in the form of challenges which are addressed in 

the next section.  
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10.4 Challenges of Managing Classroom Libraries 
The concept of classroom libraries requires the strong support of the management, 

teachers and the school library. This triangulation will strengthen the belief of the visionaries 

and educationists that collaborative efforts by all concerned stakeholders will increase student 

achievement and help in the holistic development of the students at an early stage of their 

formal education. Along with the benefits of coming together of these stakeholders, there are 

some crucial challenges that we need to anticipate and eventually face and overcome them to 

the best of our abilities as teachers and within the framework of our job profiles and 

institution guidelines. 

Some of these challenges have been identified and discussed briefly for strengthening your 

belief that every problem has a solution and every issue can be addressed provided we have 

the will to overcome the challenges.  

Lack of Well-defined framework in place for CRL 
Most of the classroom initiatives are well thought of by the educationist or policy makers and 

the management will have worked out the logistics of working out the implementation of 

such initiatives. But not all schools will have a management who are visionaries and who 

think beyond the curricular activities conducted in the classroom. If classroom libraries are 

introduced in such situations either due to pressure from the government bodies or on the 

recommendation of the professional associations, it becomes a challenge to the teachers on 

the frontline to maintain a balance between their academic duties and co-curricular activities 

of the classroom like managing the classroom libraries. Moreover, there is no well-defined 

universal framework for effective functioning of the classroom libraries, either from the 

professional library associations or the education ministry. Hence whatever the teachers plan 

to do, has to be discussed thoroughly with the management and a framework that suits the 

individual school and the student community needs to be designed. Right from building the 

collection of resources to planning of activities has to be well thought out and uniform 

guidelines have to be followed. Then steps need to be taken to build the collection.  

 

In-charge teacher’s expected attitude 
Frameworks, guidelines, policies are inanimate aspects but more important is the teacher in-

charge of the classroom library. Given the nature of the teaching job, most teachers are innate 

at multi-tasking the curricular, the co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. However, the 

usual expectation of the management regarding the outcome of various initiatives is high. 

This sort of puts undue pressure on the teachers to perform exceeding well and balance all the 
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curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. Managing the classroom libraries 

becomes quite a challenge when the expectations are inked in black and white. Every student 

in the classroom has a different thinking and learning style. Catering to each student in the 

way he or she seeks the teacher’s guidance or intervention requires a lot of patience, 

understanding and determination on the teacher’s part. The expectations of a teacher to be a 

mentor, guide and a friend to every student in need, is natural and every teacher ultimately 

aims to be one. The day to day experiences of handling the activities of the classroom library 

and connecting students to the resources will empower the teacher to develop the right 

attitude towards the initiative and excel in reaching out to every student through the right 

resources. 

Time Management for CRL activities 
Time management is a universal crisis that every professional face in this technology 

dominated world. The same is doubly true for a teacher who must shoulder the responsibility 

of completing the syllabus of the subject she is teaching to the particular class and carry out 

the classroom library activities planned. Making time for each of these important activities 

where teaching the curricular aspects to the students is a priority and encouraging student 

learning through resources in the classroom is a challenging task. It would be a good practice 

for teachers to design classroom library activities well in advance just like curricular lesson 

planning that is done on an annual, monthly, weekly and daily basis. Another trick would be 

integrating curricular topic with classroom activity which serves the curricular aim as well as 

save time as far as classroom activity is concerned. Research points to the aspect of body 

clock and its effects on energy and alertness. It can help identify different times of day when 

kids perform their best at specific tasks. If their peak time is identified by the teacher, then 

the purpose of co-curricular activities would be served.  

 
Catering to different thinking/learning styles of students 
Taking care of time is one way of ensuring effective use of classroom library. At the same 

time, focus should also be on the students’ learning process. Every student is special to a 

teacher and every teacher has a huge amount of influence on every student. It’s because every 

teacher and every student have their own thinking styles like reflective, intuitive, sequential 

and learning style like visual, verbal, aural and physical. Both teacher and students will be 

working according in their respective roles in the dynamic space of a classroom. Therefore, 

teachers need to be well versed with various learning and thinking styles including being 

aware of their own learning and thinking style. Depending on their learning and thinking 
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styles the students put forth their queries and requirement to their teachers who will be able to 

satisfy the curiosity of the students, as they will have planned much ahead for various kind of 

learning style and thinking style needs.  

Maintenance of reading materials 
Along with managing the readers, it’s equally important to pay attention to the maintenance 

of reading materials namely the books, the magazines, the charts, the models, etc. which are 

an important part of the classroom library collection. Every format of the reading material 

needs to be conserved and preserved for the future batch of students. Since all the material is 

accessible to all the students, there will be wear and tear issues. The only way to handle this 

challenge is to teach students the care of books right from the start and teaching them how to 

repair simple tears and stitch the loose pages. This serves dual purpose – one the students 

learn basic skills of repairing and secondly, they realize the value of every small job that’s 

involved in book making. They learn to take responsibility of every action of theirs.  

Loss of books/replacement policy 
Along with the concept of conservation and preservation, the top most worry on the mind of 

most teachers is loss of books and other material. Are there any measures that can be taken to 

ensure that loss of reading material is nil or minimal? The best way to handle this challenge is 

have a policy at the school level regarding the acceptable loss of books per class, replacement 

policy if the book is lost by the student and ensuring that loss of books is not the sole 

responsibility of the teacher in-charge. Another way to handle is to create awareness among 

the students about the importance of books and the knowledge contained in it at the start of 

the academic year and make them a party in ensuring the safety of the books. The more 

liberal are the borrowing rules, the less will be the loss or misplacement of books. Ensure that 

there is transparency regarding rewarding and reprimanding policy of the classroom so that 

students will not get carried away by greed, jealousy or ignorance.  

 

Activities  
Ensuring the class has access to the best books in the classroom library and creating 

guidelines regarding their usage and their conservation is just half part of the story. The other 

half is the array of activities that the teacher has to plan for the sessions of classroom 

libraries. Some activities should be the ones which should be carried out before the reading 

sessions in the classroom library period. Some activities can be carried out during the reading 

sessions and some of them can be carried out after the reading sessions. All the activities 

should include the passive readers, reluctant readers and confident readers. Though it’s a 
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challenge to most of the teachers, with time and genuine interest, one can start planning 

inclusive activities. Some activities need to be oral, some need to be written too. Not all 

activities should be evaluated or assessed as it may discourage passive readers and reluctant 

readers from reading further. Activities should be neither too long that they spill over to the 

next period nor should they be so small that they get over in a jiffy. Activities should not be 

too curriculum specific either. The whole motive behind activities is to create a bridge 

between the students and the books. The students should voluntarily embark on the journey 

of self-learning and teachers’ guidance and the activities are just pointers in the right 

direction.  

Including diversified collection – non-curriculum books 
The most important challenge for any teacher managing classroom library is to build a 

diversified collection. In a multi-cultural country like ours, there is ample scope to develop a 

socially inclusive and culturally rich collection. This broadens the students’ thinking horizon 

and gives them various perspectives of life and society. So, the focus while building the 

classroom library collection is to play less emphasis on curricular books and include more of 

non-curricular books. Further the collection should not be limited to India alone but include 

stories around the world. Balancing the fiction and non-fiction resources in the collection is 

also important. At the same time every student should have something of his or her taste to 

read in the classroom collection. But with the world shrinking in due to the internet, lists of 

resources developed by various reading experts, child psychologists, etc. is available for one 

to develop their collection to accommodate all kinds of readers. 

 

10.5 Conclusion 

As teachers, it would be a good practice to bring in the innovative practices together 

and share our learning experiences. These practices can serve as a base to collaborative 

studies which can be published in peer reviewed journals and these research based studies can 

help the schools to bring in major reforms for students with all kind of potential. Research 

based institutions like NCERT can develop training programmes for teachers based on the 

outcome of these studies and create training material which can used for B.Ed colleges as 

curriculum material. The teachers and school librarians can come together and embark on 

collaborative activities that will empower our students’ learning abilities and affirm the 

teachers’ efforts in imparting the curriculum to cater to students with all kinds of learning 

styles. Laura Bush has rightly quoted “Libraries allow children to ask questions about the 
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world and find the answers. And the wonderful thing is that once a child learns to use a 

library, the doors to learning are always open.” 

PRACTICALS: Creating a Model Classroom Library 

Exercises: 

Objective type questions:  

1. A ----------------------------- can be “a unique, innovative strategy or a tip; a planned, 

detailed process or a project that helps to promote library collection, services or create 

a positive impact on the students.’ 

Ans: Best Practice 

2. -------------------------------- is an initiative of Akshara Foundation to build the 

essential, cornerstone tool of reading in children by providing them with a library in 

their classroom.  

Ans: Classroom Library (TCL) 

3. The author of the highly acclaimed teacher resource‘Your Classroom Library: New 

Ways to Give it More Teaching Power' is -------------------------------. 

Ans: Douglas Ray Reutzel 

4. According to UshaMukunda, a noted children’s librarian, ‘When the library is an 

inviting, bright and colorful space, has a collection that entices youngsters to read, and 

has a library educator who is actively engaging with the users and the resources in 

multiple ways, it is ---------------------.” 

Ans: Vibrant and Alive 

5. The acronym SSR stands for --------------------. 

Ans: Sustained Silent Reading 
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10.6 Activities 

1. Design a poster to illustrate the various ways that students can choose an age appropriate 

and interesting book to take home. 

2. Create a lesson plan for a reading session to be conducted to create awareness about ‘Care 

for Nature’ – It should include the name of the story book pertaining to the theme, the activity 

following the reading, the tasks that students can do to demonstrate the values learnt, etc. 

3. Develop a case study for a class containing gifted readers, average readers and reluctant 

readers and the activities undertaken by the teacher to include each category of students in the 

reading sessions.  
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